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Abstract: Textile digital printing emerged in the 1990s as a prototyping tool and a
vehicle for printing small batches of fabric for niche market products. Developments
over the past 5 years have been dramatic, with major practitioner conferences in the
U.S. and in Europe, and a specialist trade press journal. We are now at the stage
where all the ingredients are present for producing commercial print runs, but there
are still many hurdles to jump for digital printing technologies to make an impact in
world markets. This monograph reviews the technological issues and sets these in a
wider commercial context. It explains how new markets are being successfully created
and how digital printing technologies have provided a springboard for product
innovation.

Key words: Textile digital printing, ink jet, colour management.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Background and Basic Technology
It is a fact of history that the first digitised manufacturing process involved textiles
and was the invention of Joseph-Marie Jacquard in 1801. His great idea profoundly
affected the weaving of complex designs. He produced a device that, for each pick,
selectively lifted individual warp yarns in a loom. The information about which yarns
to lift was carried by a card with punched holes. Metal rods were driven against the
card, and those that went through the holes activated the lifting mechanisms for the
selected yarns. The next card in the sequence had a different set of holes and lifted
a different set of yarns. The warp yarns moved independently of each other for every
pick. The productivity increase was significant and many weavers lost their employment.
Although Jacquard was thrown into the River Rhône by the French equivalent of
Luddites, he became wealthy as his invention transformed the weaving of ornately
patterned fabrics [1].

Digital technologies have developed since then, not always bringing wealth and
prosperity to their inventors and users. The punched card approach to storing digital
data survived until quite recently. My own introduction to electronic computers
involved the use of punched cards and this became punched paper tape in the 1970s.
Punched cards were still to be found after that on the product list of IBM and were
only withdrawn in 1984. To this day, embroidery machines are operating using punched
paper tape to control the stitch pattern.

Digital information can now be stored and processed electronically and mechanical
storage devices are no longer required. By 1981, Keeling [2] was able to identify key
characteristics of digital printing technologies:
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• Variable data. The input data is not constrained by size, nor does it need to repeat,
because the data is drawn from a computer file that is, in principle, unrestricted
in size.

• Non-contact with substrate. The ink is dropped onto the substrate, making it
possible to print on flat or curved, smooth or rough, delicate or hard substrates.

• Versatile. In most cases, inks can be developed that are compatible with any
chosen surface.

• Multicolour. Based on the cyan–magenta–yellow–black colour gamut, thousands
of colours can be printed without the requirement for a colour kitchen.

• High speed. The printing rates are, of course, dependent on resolution, the type
of printing required, the head technologies, etc.

• No moving parts. Printer motions are limited to oscillators within heads and a
system to move the heads in relation to the substrate. It is the ink that moves
during printing, not a mechanical device. Consequently, ink jet printers are inherently
reliable.

The technologies have developed with paper and other smooth surfaces in mind. As
they have progressed, the opportunities arose to apply them to a greater variety of
substrates. The impact of these technologies on the printing of textiles is the theme
of this study.

The principle of digitising the printing process can be grasped by observing a
dripping tap, as in Fig. 1(a). Each drip allows a drop of water to fall onto the surface
below. If the position and movement of the faucet is controlled, the drops of water
can be made to wet a substrate in a controlled way. If further controls are introduced
so that for each position of the faucet, the drop can either fall or not fall, then the
system mirrors the digital printing process reasonably well.

With digital printers, the drop sizes are much smaller than those coming from a
dripping tap. As the flow rate is increased, the system changes from Drop on Demand,

Fig. 1 Fluids emerging from a nozzle, illustrating the effect of increasing flow rate.
(Images courtesy of Xennia)

(a) Dripping faucet (b) Drop on Demand
(DOD)
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illustrated in Fig. 1(b), to Continuous Ink Jet (c) to Atomisation (d). Each of these
modes of operation has been explored by digital print head manufacturers.

The DOD mode shows the drop with a long tail. This is a characteristic feature of
forming these tiny drops, and managing the tail so that it does not degrade the image
is a major task for both ink and head manufacturers. The CIJ mode shows the
continuous jet emerging from a nozzle breaking up into droplets. The challenge for
machinery builders is to manage this process and then control where the droplets fall.
The atomisation mode represents a higher flow rate and there is no possibility of
controlling individual droplets. This latter mode has led to the design of pulsed jet
machines, where the heads emit either an atomised spray or they do not. These modes
are considered in greater detail in Section 2.

1.2 Historical Developments
The first application of digital printing technologies was with carpets: a patented
technology exclusive to Milliken. This was launched in the 1970s and made use of a
pulsed air jet to carry ink to the carpet substrate. Using carpet squares, large scale
patterns could be produced that were customised for particular customers and specific
rooms. Both hardware and software have been enhanced continuously since then.

Subsequently, in the period 1991–2000, developments with textile substrates were
limited to sampling (for photoshoots), the printing of flags and banners, and some
other niche products (such as silk ties).

The past 5 years, however, have seen major breakthroughs in the use of digital
printing of textiles. There are many more commercial machines, many improvements
in inks, and significant developments affecting software systems. The range of
applications is now very extensive, and mass-customisation is a realisable goal. An
optimistic overview of prospects has been put forward by Pötz [3].

1.3 Screen and Digital: Two Distinct Technologies for Textiles
Most textile people come to digital with some background in screen printing. This
has some benefit, in that there is an understanding of dyes and pigments, print quality
and colour representation. However, there are also disadvantages because people
expect digital to do what screen printing can do – and a frequent reaction has been to
say that digital is so slow and expensive that it cannot be competitive. Owen [4] said
that ‘it is impossible to forecast the level of market penetration [digital ink-jet systems]
will reach in the immediate future, as speed limitations against existing methods, and
the industry’s built-in resistance to change, so far have blocked the widespread
acceptance of ink jets in most production applications’. Malachowski [5] summarised
the opinion of many when he wrote: ‘The two major drawbacks holding Digital
Printing back from having a major impact in the industry and capturing a good part
of the more than 25 billion square meters of worldwide print production are speed
and color cost’. Of course, comparisons are legitimate, but there is a danger if people
do not see digital printing as distinct from screen printing, offering new potential for
design and product innovation.

Whilst conventional screen printing has developed simpler technologies with time,
the technology demands on textile digital printers are still very high. Users of the
technologies need to gain a familiarity with many aspects of the process, understanding
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mechanisms, inks, fabrics and computer software in order to develop a coherent
product development and colour management strategy.

One of the first points to note is that digital printing deposits dye on the surfaces
of fabrics, whereas screen printing is capable of putting dye into the fabric. Figure 2(a)
shows a microscope image of a screen printed fabric, with one warp yarn, and one weft
yarn in cross-section. The darker areas reveal that the dye is distributed throughout
the fabric. This is a contrast with Fig. 2(b), which shows the digital printing process
leaving dye on the surface of the fibres.

Fig. 2 (a) Screen printed fabric in cross-section, where the dye penetrates deep into the
crevices of fibre bundles. (b) Digitally printed fabric in cross-section, where the ink is
distributed evenly near the surface of the fibre bundles. (Images courtesy of DuPont)

(a)

(b)

As is discussed in later parts of this monograph, screen printing tends to use spot
colours prepared in a colour kitchen, with colour separation software to determine
both dye recipes and the screen design. Digital printing typically is based on cyan–
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magenta–yellow–black inks and there is no need to do colour separation work unless
there is an intent to reproduce screen printed fabrics (e.g. as in the case of sampling).

Conventional paper printing is a big user now of digital technologies but has the
advantage of working with relatively standardised substrates – typically smooth and
flat. Textile digital printing has to address all the issues of conventional digital
printing, but also new issues raised by the media to be printed: surface texture, end-
use performance, colour physics etc. Thus, textile digital printers must gain expertise
in the chemistry of the processes they use and the physics of colour. Figure 3 highlights
this difference as a major distinctive of the discipline.

Fig. 3 Issues addressed in textile digital printing.

1.4 Scope of This Study
The technology overview in this monograph is in five parts:

Section 2: Ink Jet mechanisms
Section 3: Digital printing machines
Section 4: Inks for printing textiles
Section 5: Substrates, including pre- and post-treatments
Section 6: Colour management

There are, in addition, two parts that address the application areas for these technologies:

Section 7: Markets for digitally printed textiles
Section 8: New product development for innovation

This monograph addresses three significant areas where digital technologies provide
innovative solutions to existing problems as shown in Fig. 4, and is also intended as
a launch-pad for further innovation.

New adopters of digital ink jet may be competent in their own fields of expertise,
but they are likely to enter the ink jet domain as novices. The main issues to address
will be:

• Adaptation of existing image-processing software to be compatible with digital
equipment
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Digital Printing of Textiles

Innovation
Novel inks
Product security
Nanotechnology

Process enhancement
Low waste
Customised products
Design innovation
No stock

Flexibility
Reduced setup
costs
Small batches
Variable data
Design freedom

• Parallel operation of existing printing processes with the new digital system
• Acquisition of digital technologies that are expertly specified and configured
• Gaining experience with the selected inks
• Achieving integration
• Operating the system so as to optimise all factors

This monograph has the objective of addressing these key technology issues that
allow new adopters a successful entry.

In parallel with the technology developments has come the realisation that digital
technologies are of great importance for supply chain management. At every stage of
the process, whether product design, product development, communication of product
data through the supply chain, control of manufacturing processes, testing, logistics
and the management of inventories in-store, control is facilitated by digital information.
This trend to digital has affected the design of textile materials and garments, it is
widespread in the development of garment design (with computerised patterns, grading,
marker planning and cutting), and there are now numerous tools for product data
management and supply chain management.

The ability to manage colour digitally has been with us for many years, but it has
been only in recent years that commercial systems have provided integrated solutions
linking designers, buyers, technologists and the supply chain. By specifying colour
digitally at the outset of the product development process, it becomes possible to
rethink the product development process. Digital printing of textile materials can
provide sample lengths of the right colour (and visual texture) for prototyping and
photoshoots. This offers the possibility of shortening lead times for product development
and maintaining confidentiality about products until decisions to order bulk have
been made.

It needs to be clear at the outset that digital printing should not be seen as competing
with rotary screen printing or other mass production techniques. Digital printing of
textiles offers sampling and small batch production, together with an expansion of
design potential. Flat screen printers specialising in small batches should look seriously
at the digital option for their businesses. Rotary screen printers should look at digital
for sampling and for small batches involving many colourways. However, the main
market opportunities for digital printing are likely to be in the areas of innovative

Fig. 4 Commercial impacts of textile digital printing.
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designs and customised products. These markets will be largely untapped using
traditional printing approaches and the scope for entrepreneurial businesses is extensive.
This is entirely consistent with Pötz [3] who wrote: ‘The fact is that most of the
digital printing machines sold are not to print works’.

2. INK JET MECHANISMS
2.1 Overview
The first application of digital printing to textiles was Milliken’s Millitron system for
printing carpets. This made use of an airbrush technique, with jets of air drawing ink
from dye-filled nozzles. This is the atomisation mode introduced in Fig. 1(d). The
resolution was not high, but it was quite sufficient for this particular end-use. This
technology has been modified with time, and now appears to involve dye jets activated
by solenoid valves. Digital printing of other textile substrates began in the 1990s and
print head mechanisms were selected that were capable of producing smaller drop
sizes and achieving higher resolutions. An overview of the mechanisms of interest is
presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Classification of ink jet printing technologies for textiles.

Ink jet printing

Dot-on-DemandPulsed jetContinuous ink jet

Thermal

Piezoelectric

Grey scaleBinary

Electrostatic

PneumaticAirbrush

Most office printers make use of thermal print heads, and there have been some
machines for textile printing using this mechanism. However, the majority of heads
for textile ink jet printing are piezoelectric as these appear to give greater robustness
and flexibility to machine builders. The inherent limit to the rate at which ink can be
put onto substrates has led to innovations in continuous processes, where each head
emits a continuous jet of ink that is subsequently broken up and steered either to the
desired print location or to a collection head for recycling. These different technologies
are described and discussed further below. A useful review from a broader perspective
is by Le [6] and another from a textiles perspective by Dawson [7].

2.2 Dot on Demand (DOD) or Impulse Print Heads
This broad category of technologies provides mechanisms for delivering a drop of
ink when there is a demand. The demand is generated by the printing software: for
each pixel, the instruction is either to fire a drop or not to fire. The drop of ink then
falls to the substrate under the influence of gravity and appears as a dot on the surface
(Fig. 6).
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Drop sizes are measured in picolitres (the prefix pico means a trillionth, so one
picolitre is 10–12 of a litre). Typically, drop sizes are 20–30 pl, but there is a significant
trend for heads to produce drop sizes below 10 pl and one head has been released
recently that can achieve 1 pl. Whilst this reduction in drop size is claimed to give
better resolution, and certainly it reduces the problems of pixilation, the flow rate of
ink onto the substrate is also reduced. The trend is now for heads that can deliver a
range of drop sizes – see Section 2.7 ‘Grey Scale Printing’.

2.2.1 Thermal Ink Jet Heads (referred to as bubblejet heads by Canon and
ThinkJet heads by Hewlett Packard).
A very localised volume of ink is heated in the head and this causes a bubble to form
and burst. The heating pulse has a timescale of 2–10 µs and during this time the fluid
in the immediate vicinity of the heater vaporises and expands explosively. The bubble
expansion causes a pressure wave within the fluid and, as a result, some of the ink is
ejected from the nozzle. This ink forms a drop and falls onto the fabric. As soon as
the heating pulse finishes, the bubble collapses and ink is drawn in from the supply
channel. The refill time is about 80 µs. Whilst these heads have been used with
textiles, their main use is with desk-top paper printers.

The technology is not without its problems. The heating element can be damaged
by cavitation forces; the heating cycles can elevate the temperature of the ink and this
may lead to inconsistent colours; the ink can be damaged by the heat so that it clogs
the nozzle; the explosive ejection of ink can produce splattering and reduce the print
quality. The ink jet heads do have a limited life, but as they are cheap to produce it
is normal practice to work with disposable cartridges.

2.2.2 Piezo Ink Jet Heads
A piezo material experiences distortion under the influence of an electric field (or
conversely, it generates an electric field when deformed). The word piezo is Greek
for ‘push’, drawing attention to its mechanical behaviour. The ink chamber is partly
constructed from a piezo-electric material, so the volume of the chamber is changed
when an electric field is applied. Just as for thermal ink jet heads, the effects operate

Fig. 6 Drop on demand concept. (A drop is produced when the signal to fire the nozzle is
given)

Movement of substrate
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over timescales measured in microseconds. When the chamber volume reduces, a
drop of ink is forced out of the nozzle. When the electric field is turned off, the
chamber shape snaps back to normal and this draws ink in from the supply channel.
This activity is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 The action of an ink jet head. (Image courtesy of Xennia)

Drop displaced from nozzle

Nozzle

Piezo crystal deforms
when electrical pulse
is applied

Piezo heads give more control over drop production than thermal heads (for example,
making it possible to have drops of different size), and they can operate at higher
production rates. Since the ink is not heated to form a bubble, there are fewer constraints
to affect ink formulation. Piezo heads tend to last longer than thermal heads. For all
these reasons, piezo heads are the most popular for textile digital printing.

The current generation of heads all make use of the Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) silicon technology, giving greater precision of manufacture and
extended life of heads. MEMS permit all elements of a device to be fabricated on one
silicon substrate. The components are constructed by either selectively etching away
parts of the silicon wafer or adding new structural layers. As head manufacturers
develop new products with this technology, improved functionality, enhanced reliability
and longer life can be expected.

2.2.3 Electrostatic Ink Jet Heads
These heads use slight pressure to form a meniscus of an ink drop at each nozzle.
There is no chamber firing mechanism, however. Instead, an electrostatic attraction
force from the substrate is used to eject selected droplets to form the desired pattern.
These printers are faster but have lower resolution and are less versatile. Early
interest in these heads has waned and many machines have been withdrawn. Those
machines now on the market are niche products exploiting specific strengths of the
technology.

2.3 Continuous Ink Jet (CIJ) Heads
The continuous ink jet concept goes back to a paper published by Lord Rayleigh in
1878 [8]. He observed that a jet of any fluid is unstable and tends to break up into
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small droplets. This means that a continuous jet of ink emerging from a nozzle
becomes a stream of droplets in a very short time. CIJ technologies manage the
movements of these drops electrostatically: the drops are given an electrostatic charge
and are steered, using an electric field, either to the substrate or to a recirculation
system. The earliest work on textile ink-jet printing made use of CIJ technologies,
but commercial exploitation has been slower than the DOD route. Nevertheless, the
quest for higher printing rates continues, and there is a widespread view that CIJ has
the potential to deliver ink deposition rates that can compete with screen printing.

A CIJ head for textiles will have a nozzle diameter of the order of 10–15 microns.
This produces a jet that rapidly breaks up into fine droplets of diameter 15 microns.
The length L of the jet before drops form is determined [2] by the diameter of the
nozzle, fluid parameters (density, viscosity and surface tension), the jet velocity and
the amplitude of high frequency vibrations used to create a disturbance in the jet.

The last of these parameters allows design engineers to exercise control over the
process. The nozzle is subjected to high frequency vibrations (0.5–1.0 MHz) using a
piezo transducer. The droplets are charged by applying a voltage of several thousand
volts between the nozzle and a charging plate, through which the jet enters and the
droplets leave. The drop spacing has a typical value of about 50 microns [7]. The
subsequent motion is controlled by a pair of metal plates that create an electrostatic
force on the droplet and steer its fall. By changing the applied voltage, the deflection
distance of the drops is varied. This design is known as a multi-deflection (MD)
head. This is illustrated in Fig. 8. These heads are designed for high rates of ink flow
and fast coverage of the substrate. Figures of 50000–100 000 drops per second are
cited. Much design effort has been expended to achieve better control of drop size
and consequently a better control of the print. Some of the issues that have been

Fig. 8 Continuous ink jet concept. (Drops are produced continuously and either fall on the
substrate or are recycled)

Transducer
Pump

Ink
supply

Substrate

Catcher

Nozzle

Charge
electrode

Deflection
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addressed are as follows. The deflection distance is dependent on whether the drop
is a pioneer (travelling through undisturbed air) or whether it is a follower (travelling
in the wake of other drops and experiencing less drag). In addition, charged droplets
tend to repel each other and influence where they fall on the substrate [2]. Furthermore,
design engineers have made it possible to vary the amount of charge on a droplet so
that it is selectively deflected by the deflection plates.

2.4 Pulsed Ink Jet Heads
This concept is a hybrid between DOD and continuous jetting. The head produces a
jet that quickly becomes a stream of drops. However, instead of the jet being continuous,
it is pulsed, depending on the design of the print. There is therefore no need to put a
charge on the drops, nor to steer them electrostatically. With this delivery system, the
option of using CMYK colour is not available, so each head has its own solid or spot
colour ink. As with the screen printing process, colour separation of graphic images
is needed and inks are prepared accordingly.

Pneumatically powered heads are used to produce jets, which then break up into
droplets. Commercial applications are in the areas of carpets and pile fabrics. Zimmer’s
‘Flatjet Technology’ is described in Section 2.5.4.

Airbrush heads have already been described in terms of jets of compressed air
drawing ink from dye-filled nozzles, atomising the fluid and carrying the droplets to
the substrate. Commercial applications are limited. An earlier version of Milliken’s
Millitron system for printing carpets utilised airbrush heads. Print resolution is reported
by Choi et al. [9] as 10–20 dpi. Wide width machines (grand format printers) using
this technology are available for the printing of billboards and stage backdrops.

2.5 Major Manufacturers of Heads
R&D for digital printing heads is very expensive and most of it targets the primary
market of paper printing. The number of different heads available in commercial
textile-printing machines is actually quite small. Knowledge of the major players
assists understanding of the constraints machinery builders work within.

2.5.1 Thermal Ink Jet Heads
Major suppliers of thermal ink jet heads are Canon, Fuji Xerox, Hewlett-Packard,
Lexmark, Olivetti and Sony. Canon and Hewlett Packard have a major share of the
office machinery market. Canon entered the textile printing market in 1998 with their
TPU printer, but this was not widely adopted. In fact, thermal heads are not popular
for industrial applications.

On the market at the time of writing, Colorwings have a machine using thermal
DOD heads, and Inchinose has a machine with Lexmark thermal DOD heads.

2.5.2 Piezo Ink Jet Heads
The main developments during 1990–1995 have been with piezo technologies. The
major head manufacturers for textile applications are:

• Aprion Magic piezo DOD
• Epson piezo DOD
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• Konica piezo DOD
• Spectra piezo DOD

Each of the manufacturers provide choice and support for product developers. The
technologies available are continuously changing, and there are several companies
who are capable of having a higher profile in the textile market (such as Brother,
Canon, Hitachi, Xerox, Samsung and Xaar).

2.5.3 Continuous Ink Jet Heads
CIJ heads have yet to make a significant impact on textile printing. Zimmer originally
developed the Chromotex machine for textile printing using the Jemtex CIJ head.
However, they have now brought the head technology in-house and are using a
pulsed pneumatic system to produce the jet (see Section 2.5.4). Jemtex is backed by
the Scitex Corporation and reports ongoing contacts with a variety of partners in
applications development.

The Osiris machine (see Section 3) uses a CIJ head developed by Imaje of France.
Since the machine is under development, very little technical information is known.

2.5.4 Pulsed Ink Jet Heads
Zimmer has developed the Flatjet Technology as a pulsed jet system. It uses pneumatic
loading of ink in the heads. The company describes the mechanism as ‘a dosing
system instead of a dotting system’. Each jet is either ‘on’ or ‘off’ and the ink jet
becomes a spray characterised by parallel drop to the substrate. Each print head has
64 nozzles, with 1 pixel having a width of 1.6 mm (Fig. 9). This technology is used
in the Chromojet (for carpet printing) and the Chromotex Flatjet (for artificial furs,
blankets and other high-pile fabrics). In many ways, this technology is different from
DOD or CIJ, primarily because the control is via mechanical devices (rather than
driven by electronics).

Fig. 9 The underside of the Chromojet head with an array of 8 × 8 nozzles.
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2.6 Drop Size and Printing Quality
When drops emerge from a nozzle in a DOD head, the drop always has a tail. This
is illustrated in Fig. 10. If the tail breaks up into smaller droplets, rather than being
reabsorbed into the drop under the influence of surface tension, the micro-drops can
land on the substrate in a location that detracts from the quality of the print. Print
head manufacturers and ink developers devote much effort to overcoming this problem.
The tail has to be managed if a quality image is required.

By an appropriate use of the electronic pulse used to fire the print head, the lengths
of the tail or ligament can be changed. The voltage applied to the piezo electric
device can be held for differing lengths of time. This is referred to as the hold time
and it is measured in microseconds. Increasing the hold time leads to longer ligaments
and a decrease in drop velocity. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Print head manufacturers have striven to achieve smaller drop sizes. Below about
4 pl the drop size does not do much for quality of print because pixilation is avoided
completely. Nevertheless, the quest for smaller drop sizes continues. In 2004, Canon
announced a 1 pl drop head. The significance of this is small in the context of
printing inks, but it does open the door to novel ways of fabricating micro- and
nanotechnology applications (whilst this is outside the scope of this study, it does
receive additional comment in Section 7). For printing with inks, there is a disadvantage
in that very small drops can result in turbulence problems, because air movements
distort the movement of the falling drop.

Fig. 10 Ink drops emerging from a DOD print head. (Image courtesy of Xennia)
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More recent head designs allow the drop size to be selected. This means that larger
drops can be placed where the priority is cover, and small drops where the priority is
precision and the need to avoid pixilation. With drop volume adjustment, traditional
ideas on resolution are obsolete. Drop sizes can be modified by waveform and the
desired resolution can be achieved. In most cases, with 6 colourways, drop sizes of
about 20 pl are acceptable. Decisions about resolution must also take into account the
substrate, the drying time, reflectance, etc.

Modern developments in print head technology allow a choice in the way ink is
deposited. The option is either binary mode (to drop or not to drop) or greyscale
mode (with variable drop size). This allows a multifunction head. For example, the
Xaar OmniDot print head offers 3 pl drop greyscale to 80 pl drop binary, and the
natural 360 dpi resolution can be extended to an effective 720 dpi or 1440 dpi
resolution.

2.7 Grey Scale Printing
It is important for printers to have the ability to print greys, thereby varying the
intensity of the colour on the substrate. There are several ways of achieving this, all
analogous to the halftoning process used in paper printing.

A 2-level grey scale is the simplest case of printing colour at a pixel or not printing
colour, as in Fig. 12(a). (This is the binary option of Fig. 5.) To create a smoother
transition from no colour to full colour, smaller drops are required and an ability to
position them accurately. A 5-level grey scale is illustrated in Fig. 12(b).

The piezo mechanism can be controlled to deliver different sized drops. Print
heads are now being produced that allow small, medium and large drop sizes, to
maximise the flow of ink on to the substrate whilst retaining print quality. This offers
another method of creating a grey scale. So, for example, the Xaar OmniDot 760 GS8

Fig. 11 The effect on drop ligaments of changing the hold time (Ht). (Image courtesy of
Xennia)

Ht = 4 µs Ht = 6 µs Ht = 8 µs
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head has drop volumes 8-40 pl with 6 levels of grey scale (including no drop).
Although the print resolution with this head is 360 dpi, the apparent resolution
achieved by exploiting the greyscale facility is 900 dpi. Variable drop sizes can be
used to create the desired effects with fewer drops (thereby increasing the speed of
printing). This is illustrated in Fig. 12(c).

Fig. 12(b) 5-level grey scale with small drop size (redrawn from Gregory [20]).

Fig. 12(a) 2-level grey scale.

Fig. 12(c) 5-level grey scale with three drop sizes.

The practice of building up colour incrementally in this way, creats the visual
appearance of shade changes. The human eye has the ability to merge the pixels into
a single colour according to the dither pattern. This is discussed by Dawson [10]
drawing on empirical work.

3. DIGITAL PRINTING MACHINES AND SOFTWARE
This chapter reviews historical developments in machinery and software technology,
identifying trends where these seem significant.

3.1 Historical Perspectives
The first digital printing machines for textiles came directly from paper printing
applications and the main differences were ink-related, with formulations designed
to put dye on fabric. The first commercial machine designated for textile printing was
the TruColor TCP Jetprinter launched in 1991 by Stork (of the Netherlands). This
company was the only exhibitor of digital textile printing equipment at the Milan
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ITMA show in 1995. Subsequent ITMA events trace the burgeoning interest in this
technology. In 1999, the Paris show, there were seven exhibitors and at the Birmingham
ITMA in 2003 there were 23 exhibitors. Moser [11] noted: ‘many manufacturers
believe that ITMA ’03 marked the beginning of the first major commercial advance
in textile digital printing since its introduction in 1991’. Glover [12] comments that
the evidence from the Birmingham show is that ink jet printing ‘is going through a
major evolution’. This occasion is therefore a very useful opportunity to gain a
‘snapshot’ of where we are now with machinery (and software) and to look at the
options open to potential users of the technologies.

3.2 Manufacturers
To understand the market, it is necessary to distinguish between:

• Print heads
• Original manufacturer machines
• Modified and rebranded machines

The R&D involved in developing print heads is substantial, and the number of
companies producing print heads is relatively few. The cost of putting these print
heads into machines is much less, and this work is undertaken by manufacturers who
either sell direct or sell to other companies who modify the machines for specific
end-uses. Original manufacturer company names, their country of origin, and the
print heads used are listed in Table 1. Several of these companies are involved in
highly specialised operations or restrict their own machinery to countries where they
can service them. Some other companies could have been included in the table in
previous years, but they appear to have withdrawn from the textile printing market.
The most notable of these is EnCad, whose 1500TX model became an industry
workhorse for sampling in the late 90s, but this company is no longer active in textile
printing.

Table 1 Original manufacturer companies (based on 2004 data)

Company name Country of origin Print head type

ColorWings Netherlands Thermal DOD
Inchinose – Toshin Kogo* Japan Lexmark Thermal DOD
Filteco Italy Valve jet
Fratelli Robustelli Italy Epson Piezo DOD
Konica* Japan Konica Piezo DOD
L&P Digital Technologies* USA Spectra Piezo DOD
Mimaki* Japan Epson Piezo DOD
Mutoh* Belgium Piezo DOD
Optotexform Germany Piezo DOD
Osiris Netherlands Imaje Continuous MD
Reggiani Macchine* Italy Aprion Magic Piezo DOD
Roland* Japan Piezo DOD
Vutek* USA Piezo DOD
J. Zimmer Maschinenbau Austria Jemtex Continuous MD

*have their machines modified and sold-on by other companies
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Since textile digital printing requires the use of many specialised technologies,
several companies exist that modify existing machines and sell them on under their
own brand. These are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Companies with customised/adapted machines (based on 2004 data)

Company name Country of origin Original machine supplier

DGS (Dua Graphic Systems) Italy Mimaki
DPS (Digital Printing Systems) USA Mimaki, Reggiani
Du Pont Ink Jet USA Inchinose, Vutek
Gali Internacional Spain Roland, Mutoh
La Meccanica Italy Mimaki
MS (Macchine e Servizi) Italy Mimaki, Roland
Spühl Switzerland L&P Digital
Stork Digital Imaging Netherlands Mimaki, Konica

The Mimaki TXII-1600 has been identified as one of the workhorses of the industry.
Several machine builders offer the same basic machine in modified form (see Table
2).

To further assess the technology developments, we consider now various
characteristics of the machinery on offer.

3.3 Machinery Performance
3.3.1 Productivity
Using a database of 31 commercial machines offered to the market in 2004, the
production rates have been analysed in terms of their resolution. Data for the lower
resolution printers are in Fig. 13; medium resolution in Fig. 14 and high resolution
in Fig. 15. There is no significance in the machine number apart from arranging the
machines in alphabetical order.

Low resolution
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Fig. 13 Machine productivity for 40–360 dpi resolution printers.

If sampling machines are defined as printing up to 10 m2/hr, there are 9 in the
database. Small scale production volumes have been defined as 10–50 m2/hr, and
there are 17 machines in the database. The remaining machines can be classified as
offering medium scale production volumes (50–250 m2/hr). One additional machine
appeared in 2004 that was claimed to give 3840 m2/hr, which brings it into the range
of large-scale production. However, this machine has not been included in the analysis
as it was a prototype.
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Despite their low resolution, 8 out of 13 machines in Fig. 13 have a productivity
of less than 20 m2/hr. The two medium-scale production machines are both targeting
the flag and banner market.

The group of machines in Fig. 14 is capable of making good quality prints, mostly
with 6–8 colours. There are 5 sampling machines, with the other models all aiming
at low/medium volume production. Four machines achieve medium volume outputs
and this is perceived as a great success for the manufacturers.

Only three high resolution printers are in the database (Fig. 15) and it is not clear
whether the market is interested in such machines.

Fig. 14 Machine productivity for 600–720 dpi resolution printers.
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Fig. 15 Machine productivity for 1200–1440 dpi resolution printers.
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3.3.2 Print Resolution
From the previous section, it is apparent that printing heads are available that offer
a wide range of resolutions. Figures of 600–720 dpi are readily obtainable as these
are already widely used within the graphics industry. In practice, 300 dpi is normally
adequate for most applications, but some print designs do need a higher resolution to
achieve the desired effect, to provide print clarity on certain substrates and to avoid
pixilation problems.

Resolution issues are not just a matter of the dpi capability of the machine. An
example of the wider issues can be gained by considering solid colours and thin lines.
With solid colours, lower resolutions are perfectly OK as long as the colour meets the
design specification. These lower resolutions permit higher printing speeds.

Print head configurations can change print resolutions dramatically. Consider a
print head with a 90 dpi capability. Two heads that are aligned exactly still have a
resolution of 90 dpi:
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Obviously, with more heads offset in appropriate ways, the effective resolution can
be increased to 360 dpi, 540 dpi, 720 dpi or higher. In some applications, resolution
increases are obtained by rotating the print head with respect to the substrate, but
this appears not to be implemented on printers designed for use with textile
substrates.

Another technique for effectively changing the resolution of printing is to change
the drop size emerging from the print head. Multiple drop sizes are referred to as
‘grey scale’ and single drop sizes are referred to as ‘binary’. The strategy is then to
use large drop sizes when solid colour is needed and small drop sizes at the edges of
solid colour. This has the effect of maintaining print quality (reducing any tendency
towards pixilation) whilst maximising printing speeds.

3.3.3 Fabric Width
There are many widths that can be printed, although most are in the range 140–179
cm (Fig. 16).

Case 1: 90 dpi

By offsetting the heads by 1/180 inch, the effective resolution is 180 dpi:

Case 2: 180 dpi

Fig. 16 Analysis of widths of printed textiles.

140–179 cm
(52%)

28–139 cm
(11%)

180–219 cm
(26%)

220–350 cm
(11%)

Machine widths
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The database for this comprises 35 machines offered to the market in 2004. A few
models have more than one size option. The wider widths are targeted at the household
textiles market.

3.4 Development of Fabric-printing Machines for Different Niches
Different markets require a different mix of equipment technologies. Household
textiles, for example, require larger widths, have less stringent requirements for print
resolution, and have to participate in a price-sensitive market. Some of the ITMA
2004 machines that are engineered for particular markets are described by Holme
[13].

The Reggiani DReAM machine prints directly at 600 dpi on pretreated 160 cm
cotton fabric. The reactive dyes used need steaming to fix the dye, washing off and
drying. The DReAM machine incorporates facilities to do this continuously, with
printing rates of 150 m2/h. Applications are said to be sampling and short to medium
print runs.

The Monna Lisa printer from Robustelli offers 28 m2/h at 720 dpi and 78 m2/h at
360 dpi, giving options for high quality prints, sample printing and small production
runs using reactive and acid dye inks.

The Artistri 2020 from DuPont has 16 print heads to enable print rates of 30–50
m2/h. Inks can be acid, disperse, reactive and pigment. It needs to be linked to a
steaming/fixing unit for the acid, reactive and disperse dye options, followed by
washing and drying.

The Colorwings Texjet 254 printer is designed for the flags and banner market.
One route is to use sublimable disperse dyes and, after printing on polyester, a
heating unit fixes the dye and a vacuum system ensures that double-sided prints are
obtained.

The Virtu RS printer is produced by L & P Digital Technologies Inc. and it is one
of the few textile printers to use UV-curable inks. After printing, UV light is used to
cure the images. A six-colour design can be printed at 35 m2/h, and with fewer
colours, printing speeds of up to 125 m2/h are possible. The target market is household
textiles, and printers are available at 2.5 m or 3.5 m width. UV curables bring specific
requirements for the extraction of fumes. The solvents carrying the inks need exhausting
in a way that is environmentally acceptable. Furthermore, the UV light used generates
ozone and this needs converting to oxygen before people breathe it. Needless to say,
the machinery comes with appropriate shielding and extraction facilities.

The Osiris printer breaks the mould in numerous ways, targeting the production
rates of conventional screen printers. The traversing printing carriage used in other
digital printing machinary is not used. Instead, the Osiris uses a fixed array of
continuous ink jet heads that have been developed by Imaje of France. Various
figures have been quoted during the development of this machine, with variables in
width and resolution. At 144 dpi resolution and 210 cm width, the potential production
rate is 2520 m2/hr. At these output rates, the benefits of working with CMYK inks are
lost and so users of the Osiris will need to set up a colour kitchen and mix up to 6 spot
colours for each print.

The above machines are offered targeting specific niches, and the degree of adaptation
shown can be seen as evidence of a maturing sector. Further details of these and other
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machines is available in Glover [12]. An update of the market performance of some
of these machines is given by Scrimshaw [14]. An insight into some of the research
issues that are being addressed is provided by Dehghani et al. [15].

3.5 Development of Garment-printing Machines for Different Niches
A snapshot of the U.S. screen-printing sector is provided by a report in Impressions
Magazine [16]. Over 70% of the business is custom rather than contract, and the
majority of substrates are T-shirts. This is the market perceived as an opportunity for
textile digital printing by several companies, including Kornit Digital and Brother.
Both of these companies have developed machinery and ink to offer solutions to the
screen printing trade. Benefits are perceived as: shorter lead times, reduced labour
costs, enhanced flexibility, and the potential to print photo-realistic images. The
digital images are soft touch, and this is also seen as a quality enhancement.

Two machines have been produced by Kornit: the Kornit 930 (with one pallet
system, offering 100 pieces/hour, Fig. 17) and the Kornit 931 (with two pallet systems,
offering 200 pieces/hour). Print resolution is quoted as up to 630 dpi. The ink has
been specially developed for the fabrics. It is a solvent-based ink carrying a resin and
pigments. After printing, the ink is dried and cured as a second stage to the process–
making use of equipment already possessed by the screen printers. The technology
challenges that have been addressed have been to make the ink low bleeding, with
good adhesion, high fastness to light and washing, and a soft handle.

Fig. 17 The Kornit 930 garment printer. (Image courtesy of Kornit)

The Brother GT-541 (Fig. 18) has been widely tested in the U.S. and the units are
reported to have printed over 100 000 shirts in a commercial setting. There are 4
colours and the printable area is 14 by 16 inches. The inks are water-based and carry
pigments and monomers. A brief report in Digital Textile [17] refers to a launch in
July 2005.

Mock intarsia, jacquard patterns and photographic prints are possible using Shima
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Seiki’s SIP-100F ink jet system for knitted garments. Shima has been involved in
developing the technology of whole-garment knitting, but the products emerge as
plain-coloured products. The ink jet system has 8 colours and uses reactive and
disperse dyes. Print resolution is typically 300 dpi. After knitting, the garment is
scoured and pre-treated so that ink can be deposited in a controlled way. The printing
rate is given as 8.5 minutes per square metre and the maximum print area is 1.6 × 1.0
metres. The post-treatment involves steaming to fix the dye and washing to remove
any residual unfixed material. Knitting International [18] reports great clarity of
print, and ‘close inspection is required to distinguish between printed and knitted
designs’.

3.6 Software
3.6.1 File Management to Achieve Precision Printing and Colour Management
Digital printers are controlled, of course, by software. That software must not only
control the movements of the print heads, but also the way each nozzle fires. (Potentially
every nozzle fires 10000 times per second and there may be hundreds of nozzles for
every head in action. This means that a million instructions every second should be
regarded as normal.) Modern machines may include grey scale facilities, in which
case additional information is required on drop size.

The result of these computations is to create a colour, but how does that colour
relate to the inks (CMYK supplemented by additional process colours) and the selected
substrates? Furthermore, how does the colour range realisable by digital printing
compare with the colour gamut required by the designer or customer?

Consequently, software controlling digital printing has two distinct functions:
putting drops of ink on to the substrate in predefined locations, and ensuring that the
specified colour is achieved.

3.6.2 Raster Image Processor (RIP) Software for Precision Printing
When an image is scanned, the 2-dimensional area is subdivided to the pixel level
and, for each pixel, information is gathered about the hue, saturation and luminance.
When all has been gathered, these data can be reassembled by the CAD software and
viewed on-screen. The resultant image is known as a ‘raster image’. It is a grid of x

Fig. 18 (a) Brother GT-541 garment printer, (b) curing after printing.

(a) (b)
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and y coordinates on a display space, with each point linked to colour (or monochrome)
values. A widely-used synonym is the bitmap image. Examples of raster image file
formats in widespread use are BMP, TIFF, GIF and JPG.

Raster images tend to be large (as each pixel is linked to colour data) and they are
not easy to modify. Nevertheless, we cannot do without them. We produce raster
images by scanning and by digital photography, and we require raster images to print
(which can be considered as reversing the process of scanning). However, manipulation
of images, and much design work, is best done using vector graphics.

A vector is an object that combines quantity and direction. A line can be a vector:
it can be defined by its length and its orientation. Vector graphics build up whole
images in terms of vector statements, and this is the basis of most CAD drawing
packages. Objects can be modified and resized very easily by changing the parameters
of the vectors. They can be manipulated by mathematical processing and other
instructions given by the designer. An additional benefit is that vector graphic images
are smaller than raster graphic images. Popular drawing packages such as Adobe
Illustrator, CorelDraw and AutoCad all make use of vector graphics. Many fonts are
infinitely scalable, which is a sure indication that they are stored as a set of vector
statements.

It is relatively easy to convert vector graphics to raster graphics, but it is not at all
easy to do it the other way round. Thus, Adobe and CorelDraw software both allow
users to save image files in a raster file format. This conversion of vector to raster
graphics is a necessary step for printing images. The hardware/software product that
converts CAD images to raster graphic format suitable for specific printers is referred
to as a Raster Image Processor (RIP). In many industrial applications, RIPs are
required to enlarge images for printing. There is a potential loss of clarity when
images are enlarged, so RIP software has special algorithms to maintain the integrity
of lines and avoid pixilation effects. As the technology has developed, RIP software
has been produced with many additional functionalities.

3.6.3 Colour Management Software
The CAD screen, printer, scanner and digital camera tools that are widely used in
modern design processes are all limited in their colour gamuts. The CAD screen,
which uses red, green and blue primary colours (RGB), is the most versatile, but the
others (built on the process colours cyan, magenta, yellow and black, CMYK) do
have noticeable restrictions. For example, 4-colour printing has difficulties reproducing
bright reds, greens and rich blues. It follows that software controlling the printing of
coloured images must interpret the design instructions in terms of the colour gamut
that can be achieved by the printer – taking into account the relevant printing
technologies, the inks and the substrate.

Most commercial machines for printing textiles offer 6 to 8 process colours. For
example, Pantone Inc. has developed a 6-colour printing system using orange and
green inks in addition to CMYK. This is the Hexachrome® system and it gives a
much improved colour gamut [19]. Of course, there is no limit to the number of
process colours that could be produced, and printers need to be able to experiment to
find ways of satisfying customer requirements.
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This topic is addressed at greater length in Section 6, but is introduced here
because software has to be able to manage colour.

4. INKS FOR PRINTING TEXTILES
4.1 Introduction
Inks are comprised of a colourant, a carrier base and various additives. The carrier
base (or vehicle) may be water, solvent, oil, phase change fluid (hot melt), or UV
curable fluid. However, to date, nearly all the inks for textile printing are water based
because they are designed for heads that require water-based inks. For this reason,
water-based inks will be analysed first in terms of their chemical reactions with the
various textile substrates. This will be followed by comments on other ways of
carrying colourant.

The usefulness of the carrier base is over once the ink is deposited on the substrate.
Water is ideal in that it can evaporate relatively easily and is non-toxic. Other carrier
fluids may need to be evaporated in a controlled way and fumes exhausted or reprocessed
to ensure a safe working environment. The carrier base may constitute 80% of the
ink.

Whilst ease of evaporation is desirable once the colorant is on the substrate, it is
not desirable at the nozzle. All digital printers have to be able to monitor and correct
for blocked nozzles, which can easily occur if heads are inactive and exposed to the
air for any length of time.

Colorants for textile substrates have to be fast for washing, light and rubbing.
Functionality issues are just as important as putting colour on the textile. There are
four main categories of colorant:

(i) Reactive dyes (for cellulosic fibres)
(ii) Disperse dyes (for polyester)

(iii) Acid dyes (for protein fibres and nylon)
(iv) Pigments (for all substrates)

These materials have been developed for more traditional dyeing and printing routes,
and adapted for use in digital printing. Gregory [20] provides a discussion of specific
dyes used with textile digital printing.

4.2 Chemistry of Inks
4.2.1 Chemistry of Reactive Dyes (for Cellulosic Fibres)
Cellulosic fibres are constructed from molecules with a plentiful supply of hydroxyl
(–OH) groups. Chemists have developed soluble dye molecules that have chlorine
(–Cl) radicals that are capable of reacting with the hydroxyl groups in an alkaline
bath. In the hot dye bath, HCl is formed and is immediately removed by the alkali.
The net effect is to create a covalent bond between the cellulose and the dye. The
chemistry is essentially the same for ink jet as for an aqueous dye bath [21]. For a
transfer printing route, see Knoblich et al. [22]. When this is applied to digital inks,
the fabric must be prepared by padding on an alkali. After printing, fixation is achieved
by steaming, but because the process can never be 100% efficient, it is necessary to
wash off afterwards.

Although reactive dyes have been continually improving over the years, there is
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still potential to increase light fastness, to enhance the colour intensity (particularly
with black) and to improve colour fastness to chlorinated water (bleach).

4.2.2 Chemistry of Disperse (including Subliming) Dyes (for Polyester)
Polyester fibres have a reputation for being hydrophobic, a characteristic that poses
problems for using water-soluble dyes. In addition, the polymer chains exhibit a high
degree of crystallinity and are closely packed together. This has the effect of reducing
the number of sites available for interactions with dye molecules. Consequently,
polyester requires a different approach.

Disperse dyes have been developed to overcome these problems. The dye is only
slightly soluble and it is used in a very finely milled form that can be dispersed in
water. These dyes are physically small and planar, enabling a closer approach to the
polymer chains. They have polar functional groups (such as –NO2 and –CN) that can
produce bonds with the polyester molecules. Dyeing is done at elevated temperatures
and pressures so that the crystallites swell and offer more sites for bonding. The
interaction is considered to involve Van der Waals and dipole forces. However, after
dyeing, they are effectively in solid solution and so are fast to washing.

The disperse dye molecules are more volatile than other colourants, and many can
be sublimed. This has led to the development of transfer printing of polyester. The
print is first applied onto paper, and then is transferred using a heat press (about
200 ºC) to the polyester substrate. The polyester swells in the heat and the dye in
gaseous form moves around until it finds a bonding site. On cooling, the dye molecules
are locked in position.

4.2.3 Chemistry of Acid Dyes (for Nylon and Protein Fibres)
When wool fibres are placed in an acidic liquid, the keratin becomes positively
charged. The amino groups are protonated (addition of a proton) according to the
reaction:

R – NH2 + H+ = R – NH3
+

Acid dyes are soluble in water and, in acidic solutions, gain a negative charge.
Thus, ionic bonds can be formed between the dye and the fibre. In addition, the dye
molecules form Van der Waals bonds, dipolar bonds and hydrogen bonds.

Amino groups are present in all protein fibres and also in the different types of
nylon, so acid dyes can be used. With the formation of ionic bonds, fixation is good
and very little dye is left unbonded. Chen et al. [23] discuss the printing of wool
using ink jet technology, drawing attention to the value of chlorination as a pre-
treatment. It is possible also to use acid dyes on cotton, using a crosslinking agent
[24]. The role of the crosslinker is to chemically link dye to cellulose, and also to
create a network blocking the entrance of fibre pores where dye molecules have
previously penetrated.

Acidic dyes have bright colours and good light fastness but care is needed as ionic
bonding is reversible under alkaline conditions.

4.2.4 Chemistry of Pigments (Water, Oil or ‘Solvent’ Carrier)
Pigment inks have fine particles of insoluble colourant in suspension. They are used
to obtain print qualities of durability, lightfastness and UV-resistance. The particles,
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which are typically less than 0.1 micron in diameter, are bound to the substrate by the
cross-linking (polymerisation) of a resin component in the ink during a post-printing
heat treatment. In the past, pigments have had a reputation for a limited colour
gamut, because the inks have carried a large proportion of monomer resin and it has
not been possible to get enough colourant onto the substrate. However, improvements
in ink technology have reduced this problem substantially.

Although depth of colour has been an issue, pigments have the potential for
printing white and metallic colourants. As these technologies develop, this may come
to be regarded as a significant advantage for pigment based inks.

The carrier for pigment inks may be water-, ‘solvent’- or oil-based (‘solvent’ is
here used to apply to a low-viscosity organic liquid). Water has the advantage of
starting with a low viscosity, but ink formulators must add higher viscosity materials
to achieve binding with the substrate and also put a lot of effort into ensuring that the
pigment does not settle out of suspension. Water also wets most substrates easily,
which is necessary to get a good bond between resin and fibre. Blocking of nozzles
can occur with pigments, but since jet sizes are 20–25 micron in diameter, the mechanism
is essentially the same as for dye colourants: the result of drying out of the jet. Recent
developments have focused on solvents, which reduce the tendency for pigments to
settle and provide a good carrier for monomers, but are less versatile regarding
substrates.

The addition of cross-linkable resins to the carrier fluid has been found to increase
the viscosity significantly. Many piezo print heads require an ink viscosity less than
5 mPas, although some can tolerate inks with a viscosity greater than 10 mPas. To
achieve a satisfactory fastness of print, the fluid viscosity is quickly pushed beyond
the 5 mPas figure [25]. Consequently, for low viscosity print heads, it has been
necessary to supply binder in a separate post-treatment operation. Hees et al. [26, 27]
explain that this impasse could only be broken by a new chemical approach to
binding. This is described as the development of ‘novel multi-functional polymeric
dispersing agents’. These agents combine a dispersing and stabilising functionality
with an ability to create bonds between the pigments and the fibres. These authors
report colour fastness and crock fastness results that match conventional pigment
printing, and colour strengths that are greater than conventional textile ink jet printing.
They report that the experimental Helizarin® inks were undergoing beta testing with
promising results.

However, it should be noted that the use of cross-linkable resins in pigment printing
is likely to change the handle of the fabric and may result in undesirable side-effects.

4.2.5 Chemistry of Oil-based and Phase-change Inks
Although the above applies to water-based inks, there is growing interest in heads
using solvent-based inks (methyl ethyl ketone, ethanol, lactates and glycol) and heads
using oil-based inks (long chain glycols and hydrocarbons). Companies with interests
in these technologies are Xaar, Spectra and licencees. The Arizona and Xerox X2
machines will print oil or solvent inks at 25–30 m2/hr and are reasonably successful.

However, the inks still need development. As an example, it has been said that
disperse dyes for sublimation transfer printing that are standardised for water do not
exist for solvents. The dyes that have been derived are not yet up to the standards of
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durability and fastness that the market requires. However, developments have taken
place, and some oil-based sublimation inks now are using the same disperse dyes as
water-based inks.

Transfer papers are a problem with oil-based inks. The oils are aliphatic hydrocarbons
and the oil stays in the paper and ‘moves’ the colour. Analysts have commented that
yellow moves most and this can be seen by looking at the edges of green printed
areas. During transfer, extraction is needed to remove fumes.

Phase-change inks have a carrier made of waxes or long chain organics. These are
fluid when heated (e.g. 140 ºC in the print head) and solidify on cooling. Such inks
are reputed to give good control of print quality on both porous and non-porous
media, and they have a good record for being environmentally clean. However, the
inks have poor adhesion and low durability. To date, there have been no textile
applications. Further comments are by Le [6].

Clearly, ink suppliers are responding to technical challenges and the technologies
are changing rapidly. With pigments and aqueous inks, the option of printing without
pre-treatments and having just a curing post-treatment is now viable. This opens the
door for a major expansion of ink jet printing using pigments.

4.2.6 Chemistry of UV-curable Inks
UV-curable inks are made up of liquids (monomers, oligomers and photoinitiators)
that are converted 100% to solid under the influence of UV light, plus colourants
(normally pigments) and additives (surfactants to promote wetting and inhibitors to
reduce low light cure). The technology has been developed around acrylate monomers.
In the presence of free radicals, these monomers undergo rapid polymerisation. The
mechanism involves a photoinitiator absorbing UV energy and decomposing to produce
free radicals. These, in turn, react with monomers to trigger a free radical chain
reaction. The result is a 3D polymer structure, binding with itself, with the pigments
and with the substrate. The oligomers can be acrylated epoxies, acrylated polyesters,
acrylated urethanes, etc. These provide desirable characteristics to the polymerised
material. Thus, for example, epoxy acrylates have high gloss and hardness; polyester
acrylates perform well in all contexts and are also useful for pigment dispersion;
urethane acrylates have good abrasion resistance and weather well.

The driver for UV-curable ink systems has been the need to print rapidly, to
enhance abrasion and chemical resistance, and to print on thick or irregular substrates.
Applications are in the areas of packaging with flat sides and various types of cylindrical
surfaces including bottles and cans.

The Marking and Coding Industry is a major user of digital technologies, and
much of this has been with solvent-based inks. However, as UV-curable technologies
have developed, they have taken market share and are now described as the chemistry
of choice for this sector. A major attraction is the ability to have a dry surface
immediately after curing whilst avoiding the drying of jets in the print head. Selected
advantages are summarised below:

• Instant drying by curing
• No drying of ink in the jets (greatly reduced clogging)
• Reduced problems of the inks ageing in storage
• Minimal level of VOC (volatile organic compounds–solvents) and pollution
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• Good quality gloss, satin and matt finishes
• Offer many options for adhesion chemistry with different substrates
• Produces durable prints that are resistant to many chemicals
• Compact curing equipment
• On-going development of inks

Drawbacks include:

• Higher cost than water-based inks
• Higher machinery costs
• Requires controlled handling procedures
• Ink film is thicker than produced by aqueous inks
• Shrinkage occurs that can adversely affect adhesion
• With fabrics, the polymer film will affect handle
• Health & Safety issues relate to the materials causing skin irritation

Xaar and Spectra have developed heads specifically for UV-curable inks, which have
a higher viscosity than aqueous inks. Major ink-developers are SunJet and Sericol,
but new entrants to this market are appearing. The first issue to address concerns the
fluid carrier: UV-curable monomer, phase change (hot melt) material, or water. Each
option has its challenges. UV-curing has been developed using acrylate chemistry
with a mix of monofunctional and multifunctional monomers. If the formulation is
100% monomer, the ink has an acceptable viscosity, but it does not perform well on
all substrates. To overcome this problem, oligomers can be added, but this is at the
expense of increasing viscosity. There is a limit to what can be done. With epoxy
acrylates, urethane acrylates and polyester acrylates the viscosities rise and the resultant
ink has physical properties that greatly restricts their use. The addition of water is not
satisfactory because the monomers, oligomers and photoinitiators are not water-
soluble, and because a new problem of substrate drying would be introduced. Ink
developers have responded to these problems by developing the chemistry: with low
viscosity oligomers, by adding vinyl ether monomers, or by moving away from
acrylates to a cationic UV-curing technology based on epoxy resins.

Many equipment suppliers are producing machines that offer high productivity,
UV-curable systems to the wide format market. Printed substrates are transported
from under the print heads to a curing area where the carrier fluid is polymerised by
UV light to complete the printing operation.

Health and Safety issues exist, but all are manageable. Some photoinitiators used
to trigger polymerisation release decomposition products that are volatile and have
an unpleasant smell. Some equipment operators have reported skin irritation problems
when handling fluids. It is also possible for some of the jetted material to dissipate
as a mist that can be inhaled. The solutions are in tailored ink formulations, adequate
ventilation systems and safe working practices. On the positive side, polymerisation
is 100% and there are no waste materials.

To date, the limited use of UV-curables in textiles has been in household textiles.
L&P Digital Technologies introduced the Virtu RS machine in 2001 and the Virtu TX
two years later. The Virtu MT25 is now developed by Spühl AG in Switzerland (a
subsidiary of Leggett & Platt Inc.) and is illustrated in Fig. 19. All these printers are
based on Spectra heads and were originally designed for use with Sunjet’s UV pigment
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ink. One of these machines can be viewed in action on a video available from the
L&P Digital Technologies website (http://www.lp-digital.com/).

L&P Digital is a division of Leggett & Platt Inc., which is a leading supplier of
mattress components. According to analysts, there have been issues to resolve relating
to the handle and rub-fastness of UV-ink printed textiles. The problem has been
diagnosed as a consequence of pigments residing on the surface of the fabric, and
solutions have been sought in pre-treatment of the substrate.

The UV-curing route has been developed by introducing a technique called ‘freezing’.
This involves partial UV irradiation during transport to cure the outside of the drop
(with the inside still being liquid). This retains the drop shape and avoids drop
migration when hitting the substrate. The benefit gained is reported to be an increase
in the colour gamut available with the inks in use.

Another development with UV-curing relates to oxygen inhibition of polymerisation.
Atmospheric oxygen has the effect of scavenging free monomer radicals and reducing
reactivity. The lower the viscosity, the greater is the effect: so this is a particular
problem with low viscosity ink jet printing. The response of some machinery builders
is to adopt inert atmosphere curing, where nitrogen is used within the printing and
curing chamber.

4.3 Physics of Inks
4.3.1 Formulation and Purity
A typical ink is made up of a carrier (water, solvent, etc), colourant (dye or pigment),
additives (surfactants and salts) and it may also have a binder (polymers). All the
ingredients have to be considered for their influence on jet performance, reliability of
operation, and stability in storage and use. The inks must satisfy numerous parameters
determined by the head design. The typical composition of a water-based ink is given
by Le [6] and is reproduced in Table 3.

Fig. 19 The Spühl Virtu MT25 printer. (Image courtesy of Spühl AG)
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Blank et al. [28] list the general requirements for inks used in textile digital printing
as follows:

• Purity (to avoid blockages of nozzles, so they are filtered to less than 0.2 microns)
• Particle size (for disperse and pigment inks)
• Viscosity
• Surface tension
• Conductivity (for continuous flow application)
• Stability
• pH value
• foaming properties

In addition, the inks must be appropriate for the substrate and must satisfy the end-
use requirements. These are listed by Blank et al. [28] as:

• Substrate orientation
• Production and end user fastness properties
• Washing properties
• Handle
• Compatibility with conventional textile printing

Ink developers must consider the textile substrate, the pre-treatments given to the
substrate, the selected print head technology, the post-treatment and performance in
use. The analysis necessarily varies with each case. An overview of one particular
study is by Schulz [29] and more general comments are below.

4.3.2 Viscosity
Viscosities are closely constrained because the flow must be high enough to avoid
starvation at the nozzle (leading to poor drop formation and to air getting inside the
nozzle) but not so high that it flows out on the nozzle plate. Even when these
constraints are satisfied, there is still a necessity for a drop of the correct size to be
formed without the tail adversely affecting the print quality. Viscosities also affect
the drop speed, with higher viscosities reducing speeds. When the drop takes longer
to reach the substrate, there is more of a chance that air currents can deflect the drop
and reduce the quality of printing.

Table 3 Typical composition of water-based inks

Component Function Concentration (%)

Deionised water Aqueous carrier medium 60–90
Water-soluble solvent Hygroscopic viscosity control 5–30
Dye or pigment Colorant 1–10
Surfactant Wetting, penetration 0.1–10
Biocide Prevents biological growth 0.05–1
Buffer solution pH control 0.1–0.5
Other additives For chelating, defoamer, solvent, etc > 1

(Source: Le [6])
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4.3.3 Surface Tension
A complementary variable is the surface tension force. This must be such that the ink
wets the capillary channels, flows through the nozzle, and forms the droplet correctly.
Viscosity problems are always an issue, as jets generally work at near their maximum
performance. Typical problems include delayed priming of the head, starvation at the
nozzle, air entering the nozzle, wetting of nozzle plate.

4.3.4 Electrical Properties of Droplets
This is important for continuous ink jet heads in the context of electrostatic deflection
of drops. Without the ability to charge the droplets, there can be no control during
their fall.

4.3.5 Droplet Formation and Quality of Printing
As has been described in Section 2.6, ink drops come with a tail or ligament. If the
tail is not absorbed by the head during its fall, the drop becomes several drops. These
drops can land in different places on the substrate and this may result in a reduction
in the quality of printing. Even if the head and tail coalesce, there is still the possibility
of spatter as the drop meets the substrate. Some spread is inevitable, but ink developers
must seek a balance between controlled dot gain (spread) and overspread. Key variables
are viscosity, surface tension and drop size. This is an active area of research in many
labs. Xu et al. [30] have shown that, in addition to the viscosity of the liquid, a
critical role is also played by the pressure and molecular weight of the gas through
which the drop falls. The implications of this for digital technologies are uncertain,
but the authors indicate that their work offers ‘a technique to control splashing
precisely’.

4.4 Cost of Inks
The cost of inks is a major issue, because the development costs of inks for digital
printing is high. However, once the recipe is specified, the cost of manufacture is
relatively low. In a situation where the technologies are changing rapidly (which has
been the case in the past), the ink costs are inevitably high. However, as soon as some
stability enters the market, and users are seeking to increase the volume of ink on
substrates, the price of ink can be a block on expansion of the technology. The issue
of price is now at a stage where it needs to be addressed from the perspective of the
users. At the moment, high cost/low volume is the norm. As ink jet pushes further
into other print areas (particularly gaining small batch screen production), ink prices
will inevitably fall. Furthermore, there are likely to be major changes in the next few
years with Chinese ink suppliers coming on the market, although high standards of
consistency and quality will be necessary before they achieve significant penetration
of the market.

5. SUBSTRATES, INCLUDING PRE- AND POST-TREATMENTS
5.1 Introduction
Ink developers for digital technologies must, as a priority, satisfy the requirements
set by the print head manufacturers. Unless the ink drops can be fired from the head
in a controlled manner, there can be no successful printing. This results in low
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viscosity inks, quite different from those used in traditional printing technologies.
Consequently, there are some important implications for ink–substrate interactions.

5.2 Substrate Pre-treatments
Most fabrics need a pre-treatment before being digitally printed and the extent of this
treatment depends on the inks. The pre-treatment has chemicals which inhibit the dye
migrating once it has landed on the substrate, and it may also have chemicals controlling
pH.

Digitally-printed inks have a low viscosity, designed to allow flow through the
print head. Whereas pastes for screen printing have a viscosity of about 5000 mPas,
the corresponding figure for ink jet fluids is 3–15 mPas. This low viscosity creates
problems when the ink reaches the textile substrate, because fluid moves away from
the target by wicking. (It is less of a problem with paper substrates, because paper is
absorbent and free liquid is removed from the surface very quickly). Consequently,
it is customary to prepare the textile substrate by padding-on a ‘thickener’. This
provides enhanced absorbency to prevent wicking.

In some cases, a further consequence is that the textile develops a hard handle. If
this adversely affects end-use, a scouring process after printing is required to remove
the thickener (as well as unfixed dyes). In other cases, there may be no adverse
handle effects, and this may obviate the need for scouring. Alternatively (e.g. with
polyester fabrics for banners), the pre-treatment may enhance the drape of the fabric
and so may be left on in use. (However, one banner printer scours the fabrics because
customers have complained about odours!).

Figure 20 contrasts drop-wicking on an untreated substrate with the greater control
obtained by pre-treatment.

Fig. 20 Operating principle of pre-treatments. Left – no pre-treatment. Right – with pre-
treatment. (Image courtesy of BASF)

The recipes of pre-treatments used commercially have been developed for specific
fabrics and end-uses and this will continue to be the case. Data in the following
sections are described as ‘starting recipes’ and are from Hees et al. [31]. Variants on
the basic recipe are found in Gregory [20].

Studies have been undertaken to investigate the influence pre-treatments have on
print clarity. Fan et al. [32] treated woven and knitted cotton fabrics with various
chemical formulations. The ingredients included alginate, silicone-based textile softeners
and fine silica powder. A print pattern was designed to facilitate measurement of
image quality and was printed on paper-supported pretreated fabric samples using a
commercially available ink jet printer. These fabric pretreatments were found to
affect print quality, and specific mention was made of line width. The authors concluded
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that a ‘pretreatment containing 2% alginate, 2% silicone softener and 1% silica
shows good balance in colorant retention and line width control.’

Yuen et al. [33] considered the pretreatments applied to a cotton fabric prior to ink
jet printing, and also the subsequent steaming. The amounts of sodium alginate,
sodium bicarbonate and urea in the pretreatment paste were varied, and also the
steaming time. The results revealed that the colour yield depended on the interaction
of all these factors so that, to achieve colour management, standardised procedures
are essential.

The results shown in Fig. 21 were obtained in a feasibility study funded by the
UK’s Department of Trade and Industry (under their SMART programme, in the
period 2001–2). The lead company was J. Clegg & Bros (Rakewood) Ltd., a small
processing company with resources for padding fabrics and transfer printing. The
project was designed to generate intellectual property to assist the company offering
a service of preparing fabrics for print. In the samples considered below, all are
polyester fabrics printed directly with disperse dyes. After printing, all were steamed
at 180 ºC for 2 minutes. The dye migration was at the printing stage. Subsequent
steaming did not add to the migration effects.

Fig. 21 Selected results on the suitability of pre-treatments for print clarity. The series of test
strips have 10 different levels of dye deposited on each fabric. Line precision and the extent of
wicking are the most significant observable differences.  (Images courtesy of J. Clegg & Bros

(Rakewood) Ltd.)

Sample Black Magenta

1: Voile
filament

2: Warp knit
filament

3: Nonwoven
spunbonded

Sample 1 is a voile continuous filament fabric. The pre-treatment was chosen to
retain the handle. However, as the level of dye on the fabric increased, the pre-
treatment was overloaded and the dye migrated.

Sample 2 is a continuous filament warp knit. The results showed that a particular
pre-treatment recipe gave stable results for black and cyan (not shown), but not for
magenta and yellow (not shown).

Sample 3 is a spun-bonded nonwoven fabric. In this case, it was the black print
that showed the greater loss of definition.

Developments in inks, processing machinery and auxiliary chemicals are relatively
rapid, and pre-processing recipes established one year may need to be modified the
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next. Nevertheless, the above studies have abiding value in that relevant variables are
identified.

Although all fibres can be produced in staple form allowing the production of spun
yarns, nylon, silk and polyester may also be used as continuous filaments. There are
implications here for pre-treatments, because the migration of dye along continuous
filament fibres differs from migration along staple fibres in spun yarns. For similar
reasons, different pad conditions may be required for fabrics depending on whether
they are calandered or not. In all cases, the end use is significant, providing constraints
on the degree of dye penetration into the fabric. These are additional reasons why the
recipes below should be considered as a ‘starting point’ only.

5.2.1 Cotton and Reactive Dyes
Cotton fabric inks make use either of reactive dyes (involving covalent bonding) or
pigments (with bonding by resin polymerisation). Reactive dyes require alkaline
conditions, but these need to be controlled so that the dye molecules do not become
hydrolysed by the alkali. The pre-treatment incorporates sodium alginate as a thickener
(to avoid wicking) and alkalis to achieve fixation on to cellulose.

A starting recipe for a pad liquor (80–90% expression) is:

Sodium alginate solution 250 g
Urea 100 g
Ludigol® (BASF AG) 25 g
Sodium bicarbonate 25 g
Water to 1000 g

In this recipe, sodium alginate is the thickener, urea is a swelling agent, Ludigol® is
a detergent to facilitate flow over the fibres, and sodium bicarbonate ensures that
dyeing is under alkaline conditions.

After padding, the fabric is dried (below 120 ºC) and printed with a reactive ink.

5.2.2 Silk, Wool and Nylon, and Acid Dyes
Protein fibres and nylon may be printed with anionic dyes. These dyes have solubilising
groups (SO3

–, COO–, PO3
–) that have an electrostatic attraction to amino groups

under acid pH conditions. Silk, wool and nylon fibres offer such amino groups, and
a pre-treatment is needed to ensure the appropriate pH for bonding of dye and fibre
(see below).

Sodium alginate solution 250 g (used with silk substrates)
Guar thickener solution 50 g (used with wool and nylon)
Urea 100 g
Ammonium tartrate (1:2 solution) 50 g
Water to 1000 g

(from Hees et al., 2004)

The functions of most of these components have been identified above. Ammonium
tartrate is an acidifier. Drying temperatures should not exceed 100 ºC prior to printing
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with acid dye inks, because higher temperatures reduce the number of free radicals
offered by the fibres.

5.2.3 Polyester
Polyester is widely used in the interior textiles market and also is the substrate for
many flags and banners. Flags require ‘through printing’, meaning that the face and
the back both carry the same image. This necessarily involves the application of large
amounts of ink to the substrate. The aim is for ink to pass through to the other side
of the material, but not to bleed on the face of the print. Thickener pre-treatments
reduce bleeding, but they may also prevent the formation of a good through print.
Pre-treatments designed to address this issue are therefore required.

Polyester is a hydrophobic fibre, so a different approach is needed to get the dye
into the fibre. Disperse dyes are not water soluble, and their hydrophobic groups are
able to interact with fibre hydrophobic groups to form bonds. Two types of disperse
dyes are produced: the direct printing type and the vapour phase transfer type. The
former can be ink jet printed onto a prepared polyester substrate, and the latter can
be printed to a paper substrate and transferred by heating in a transfer press.

Direct ink jet printing requires a pre-treatment with a thickener, to control dye
wicking. Alternatively, if good penetration is needed as well as print definition (e.g.
flags), a specialist product such as LupreJet® HN (from BASF AG) can be used. After
fixing by high temperature steam (170–180 ºC) or by heat (190 ºC for 60 s), a wash-
off process is needed.

If vapour phase disperse dyes are used, no pre-treatments are required for standard
printing, because no liquid dye reaches the textile substrate. A heat transfer press is
used to print the fabric and no wash-off is required.

5.2.4 Pigments
Printing pigments on cotton has been associated with a limited colour gamut, with
few strong colours. It has also had the additional cost of pre-treatment. However, the
technology has seen major changes in relatively few years. It is now possible to
achieve a much better colour gamut and it may not be necessary to pre-treat at all. In
such cases, all the chemicals needed are in the ink.

BASF has been developing a new ink chemistry for this specific application, and
a new range of inks was launched at ITMA 2003. For more information on this, see
Section 4.2.4. These low viscosity inks are designed for Epson print heads. The range
has been expanded to eight members. With cotton, some printers can print without
pre-treatment.

In the U.S., over 70% of the screen-printing business is custom rather than contract,
and the majority of substrates are T-shirts. This is the market perceived as an opportunity
by several suppliers of digital printing equipment. Four developments are on-going:
by the U.S. Screen Printing Institute, Mimaki, Kornit Digital and Brother. These
companies have developed machinery and pigment inks to offer a solution to the
screen printing trade. The USSPI and Mimaki machines are developed with Epson
heads, and so use water-based inks. The Kornit machine uses Spectra heads and has
a solvent-based ink. The Brother printer uses Brother heads and the ink is aqueous.
Their production route has no pre-treatment. After printing, the ink is dried and cured
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as a second stage to the process, making use of equipment already possessed by the
screen printers. The technology challenges for the developers have been to make the
ink low bleeding, with good adhesion, high fastness to light and washing, and a soft
handle.

5.2.5 Enhanced Colour Intensity
It has been observed that printing direct onto some fabrics yields only a limited range
of brilliant colours (as compared, for example, with glossy paper printing). The same
difference can readily be seen on paper substrates if the same image is printed on
matt and gloss surfaces. The explanation of the difference appears to be that the gloss
surface restricts the movement of ink into the substrate and the intensity of the
colour, as we perceive it, is stronger. This effect has been analysed by Yang and
Kruse [34] who have described the colour differences as ‘dramatic’ and have quantified
them. Interpretation of the phenomena is complicated by the coexistence of other
effects.

With the help of simulation, however, the pure effect of ink penetration can be studied,
because ink penetration can be switched on or off at will in the simulation. Simulations
show that ink penetration raises the reflection spectrum in the absorption band of the ink,
while it reduces the reflection in the transparent band. Consequently, the saturation of color
is reduced and the hue of the color is changed upon the ink penetration (p. 264).

Pre-treatments can be used to maximise the depth of colour on the surface of textile
materials. The situation is explained by Hees et al. [25] as follows:

The pre-treatment acts like a filter that absorbs the liquid ink medium, but keeps the
pigments on the fabric surface. Pigments that penetrate the textile material are lost to the
eye, i.e. they no longer contribute towards the colour intensity. Thus, keeping the pigments
on the surface of the cotton leads to an improved yield of the pigments for the optically
measurable colour impression.

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 22, where the dye appears as dark areas affecting
the substrate.

The effect of the pre-treatment is to enhance colour reflectance, as measured by a
spectrophotometer. Comparisons between an untreated and a pretreated cotton substrate
is reported by Hees at al. [35] and is reproduced here in Fig. 23.

LupreJet HD, from BASF, is an example of an innovative commercial product
described as having no loss of textile properties, representing a major advance in
thickeners. An overview is provided by Hees et al. [35].

5.2.6 Enhanced Light Fastness
End-use considerations such as light-fastness requirements may place constraints on
the use of particular dyes and dye types. Whilst it may be possible to address the
problem with pre- or post-treatments, this does not appear to be a commercial solution.
Each additional process adds cost. Industrial solutions need to be found by improvements
in the dyes themselves, or in the use of a different dye type (e.g. the use of pigments
on cotton, rather than reactive dyes).
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5.3 Post-treatments
Every printed fabric (except those used for transitory purposes such as photoshoots)
needs a post-treatment to complete the dyeing process. Steaming allows the fibres
within the fabric to open up to allow the dyes to be fixed. Generally, steaming for a
short time (8–10 minutes at 102 ºC) is regarded as producing prints with weak
colours. For stronger, more vibrant colours, it is necessary to steam for at least 17
minutes.

The heat transfer process (Section 4.2.2) can be used with polyester fabrics either
directly dyed or with subliming inks printed on paper. After this, no further processing
is required.

Heating is required for fabrics printed with pigments, whether carried by aqueous

Fig. 22 Light microscope images of thin sections of cotton textile. The surface is to the right.
Scale bar is 50 µm. Left: without pre-treatment showing dye penetration. Right: with LupreJet®

HN pre-treatment showing dye on the surface. (Courtesy of BASF)

Fig. 23 Comparison of colour intensity in cotton without pre-treatment (left hand bar) and
with LupreJet HD pre-treatment (right hand bar). (Courtesy of BASF)
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or solvent inks. In this case, the role of heat is to polymerise resins that bind the
pigment particles to the fibres.

UV-curables have a simple post-treatment process (i.e. irradiation with UV light),
but the process requires much attention to Health and Safety issues and the product
is suitable only for a limited range of applications.

Often, washing is required because the uptake of acid and reactive dye is never
100%, and this creates particular requirements for processing small batches. A wash-
off recipe starts with a cold water rinse, a boiling water rinse, adding soap at the boil,
followed by another cold water rinse.

For commercial reasons, post-treatments are not done unless the end-use requires
them. So, for example, printed fabrics intended for photo-shoots are not even fixed.
Pre-treated fabrics are not scoured unless it is necessary to remove materials designated
‘impurities’.

6. COLOUR MANAGEMENT
6.1 Introduction: The Physics of Colour
There are many sources giving an introduction to colour. The ASBCI Technical
Committee handbook [36] is for industrial users (designers, buyers, technicians and
sales personnel) who want to know how the science of colour can be applied to the
world of textiles and fashion.

People see colour in two ways:

• From light emitters (such as the sun and computer colour monitors)
• From light absorbers (such as fabric, skin, hair)

The sun gives us a complete spectrum of visible light, as is apparent when we use an
artificial glass prism or look at a rainbow, which is a natural means of refracting light.
Other emitters are more restricted in the colours they offer: tungsten filament lights
have more yellow and red than sunlight and low-pressure sodium street lights are
almost monochromatic with an orange light (wavelength 589 nm) that leaves everything
looking washed out. Colour monitor screens have been cleverly designed to allow
users to perceive millions of colours by combining the three primary colours: red,
green and blue (RGB). The human vision system combines these colours to give
oranges, yellows, white, etc. Our eyes have three receptor cells that are sensitive to
these three colours and our brain combines the signals and allow the perception of all
the colours of the rainbow. CAD screens work by adding red, green and blue together
to create the perception of a continuum of colour. This is referred to as ‘additive’
colour.

Light absorbers work rather differently. Pigments in a material absorb certain
frequencies and allow others to be reflected. Human vision senses the reflected
frequencies and registers the colour of the material. The colour that is seen is the
result of selective absorption of incident light and is referred to as ‘subtractive’
colour. Human vision is able to combine the colours cyan, magenta and yellow
(CMY) so as to reconstruct the primary colours. Therefore, in principle, CMY colours
can be used in printing to reproduce the colours available via a CAD screen. In
practice, the colour gamut is more restricted and colour printers often have to use
other colours to achieve desired colour effects. Furthermore, to get a good black,
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printers use a black ink (K) rather than a combination of CMY. Hence, the standard
office colour printer has four colourways: CMYK.

CIE colour space was developed in 1931. The colour standards resulting from it
are intended to model the vision sensitivity of a human observer. The main advantage
is that the colour produced by one set of inks can be matched to the colour produced
by another set of inks by adjusting them to produce the same CIE coordinates.

CIE space is represented by an x-y plot, with green, blue and red primaries occupying
different limits of the colour space. Moving around the boundary allows a change of
hue: moving anticlockwise goes through the spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, indigo, violet. In Fig. 24 numbered locations along the curve are the wavelengths
(in nanometers) of the colours. The filled area represents the space of colours that can
be perceived by the human eye. As one moves from the outside margin to the centre,
there is a dulling of the colour: the hue becomes less saturated. Also marked on Fig.
24 are the colour gamuts for a CAD screen (RGB colour) and for a 4-colour printer
(CMYK).

Fig. 24 CIE colour space.
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The third axis for this colour space extends the space to define intensity, the
lightness or darkness of the colour. This is illustrated in Fig. 25. The upper point of
colour space is white and the lowest point is black.

By specifying hue, saturation and luminance, the total range of theoretical colours
can be defined. A summary of this terminology is as follows:

Hue gives the colour of the spectrum (e.g. red, green, purple, yellow)
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Saturation is a measure of depth of colour, for example: vivid pure colours versus
pastel colours (e.g., red is highly saturated, pink is relatively unsaturated)
Lightness or Brightness is the perceived Intensity. Lightness is used for reflecting
objects whereas brightness is used for light-emitting objects (light bulb, sun, computer
screen).

Printers, CAD screens and other tools for communicating colour are not able to
reproduce all the theoretical colours. For each, a colour gamut must be defined.
Figure 24 shows the restricted colour gamuts of a computer monitor and a 4-colour
printer. These colour gamuts, if known, will inform the user about the colours that are
within the capability of the office printer, CAD screen, scanner or textile printer.

Different manufacturers produce monitors with slightly different gamuts.
Furthermore, as monitors age, the phosphors emitting RGB colours deteriorate and
the gamut changes. Clearly, any attempt to standardise the colours seen on CAD
screens will require calibrating the monitors. A similar situation applies to printers
because inks exhibit signs of ageing.

6.2 The Challenge of Colour Management
6.2.1 Gamut Mapping
The first colour management issue is that perceived by printers. The task is to reproduce
a specified image using the printer and inks available. The problem is that a 4-colour
printer cannot reproduce all the colours seen by the human eye. It has a reduced
colour gamut. Consequently, compromises have to be made. The techniques used are
known as gamut mapping. Two of these are outlined below: colorimetric correction
and photometric correction.

Colorimetric correction matches exactly all the colours within the gamut of the
print system being used, and adopts the closest match for all the others. This may
deliver acceptable results, but it has the reputation of being unsuitable for photographs
with significant out-of-gamut colours. Perceptual (or Photometric) correction applies

Fig. 25 CIE colour wheel plot, with changes in intensity on the vertical axis.
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a common correction to all the colours, so that all can be located within the gamut of
the print system. This means that the printed image will have less saturated colours
than the original, but there will be an internal consistency in the way colours are
represented. Other approaches to correction are possible (see, for example, Bae and
May-Plumlee, [37]). The technical issues of gamut mapping are surveyed by Morovic
and Luo [38]. CAD systems associated with printing software will normally offer the
user several of these options.

An alternative strategy is to enhance the technology by increasing the number of
inks (by using a 6, 7 or 8 colour printer) or by improving the quality of the inks being
used with the 4 colour printer.

6.2.2 Colour Specification
There is a second, and more significant, colour problem relevant to textile digital
printing. Often the starting point for colour selection by designers is not standardised.
Some may work from a CAD screen (RGB colour), some will use swatches of fabric
from suppliers or a Pantone standard (spot colour, see Section 6.3.2), and some will
start with a printed or scanned image (CMYK colour). These different starting points
have to be addressed by any colour management system subsequent to the design
work.

The tools used to process colour at the design stage are CAD systems, scanners,
digital camera images and office printers (which have RGB and CMYK gamuts).
Thus, in many cases, spot colours are converted to a digital format in order to process
them digitally. This is not a problem if the spot colour lies within the gamut of the
particular tools being used, but it is a problem if it cannot be accurately reproduced
by RGB or CMYK gamuts.

The finished product, if dyed or screen printed, has a spot colour and, if digitally
printed, it has a CMYK colour gamut. If the designer starts by specifying a colour
outside the range of CMYK printing, then there can be no possibility of reproducing
that shade using digital printing technologies.

6.2.3 Colour Gamut of Textile Digital Printing
Digital printers all start with the four-colours: cyan, magenta, yellow and black
(CMYK). Six-colour printers may add turquoise and orange (oranges and blues do
not reproduce well with CMYK) or light cyan and light magenta (to get better pastel
shades). Most modern printers carry 7 or 8 colours to gain a larger colour gamut and
to handle pastels without pixilation. Fluorescent colours and glitter colours are very
difficult to achieve (at the time of writing) with digital technologies.

It should be noted that pre-treatments and post-treatments change the printed
colours and affect the colour gamut. However, if printers standardise on these processes,
reasonable consistency can be achieved.

6.3 Standardisation Using Physical Colour Standards
6.3.1 The Colour Atlas Approach
Some digital printing companies have introduced controls that are built around a
process of profiling colours. A colour palette (Atlas) is printed out and the designer
selects from the printed colour rather than the on-screen colour. The colour palette is
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printer dependent. Profiling can be developed to generate a ‘sphere of colour’: a
bounded palette that is known to be achievable by available technologies.

In a typical colour atlas, 42 pages of colours could be printed out, each representing
a slice of the CIE colour space. In principle, this allows 32 000 colour options to be
explored, but many of these options will be outside the colour gamut of the printer.
In addition, many turn out to have the same saturation, some are pixilated and some
have a large amount of black in them resulting in an unacceptable appearance. Subjective
judgments need to be made about which options within the gamut are commercial.
The colour atlas approach has provided a way forward for the emerging industry, but
it does not have the characteristics of an integrated colour management system.

As an example of the way a colour atlas has been used, this is the practice of one
company offering a bureau service. The customer first chooses the colour scheme for
a given design. Sometimes, Pantone shades are selected and sometimes existing
prints are supplied. The printing company works with the customer specification and
makes an initial ‘best effort’ to achieve that colour in a printed sample. This is
followed by visual inspection and, if the match is not good enough, the printer will
make a ‘best guess’ as to how to correct the mismatch. Sometimes this is a quick
procedure and at other times it takes hours!

A development of this approach was to expand the range of shades offered using
the colour atlas approach. Instead of using black (which is acceptable for paper
printing but which tends to make textile prints subdued or even dirty), the plan was
to develop the colour space by a careful choice of the inks being used. The objective
was to create a new colour atlas with saleable colours, linked to Pantone standards
wherever possible. The company would then offer customers specific colours and
would get them to select from the range (i.e. they would agree that the colour for their
corporate logo was, for example, colour G78).

With the machinery available, the digital printing company concerned in this case
study could work with either 7 or 8 dye colours. By avoiding black, it would still be
possible to move around the colour space, but the resultant colours would be pure and
aesthetically pleasing. Black dye was to be used to generate a separate page of the
colour atlas going through a range of greys to black. The eight colours selected were:
Black, Royal blue, Mid green blue, Turquoise, Cherry red, Blue red, Orange and
Yellow. Initially, every combination of pairs of colours was selected. So, for example,
take Turquoise and Lemon Yellow. This was used to create a smooth transition from
Turquoise to Lemon yellow, maintaining the saturation and then reducing the saturation
to achieve very pastel shades.

This work was very time-consuming but it did lead to a useful colour atlas. The
pale Pantone colours showed the need for more attention to the light shades. With
some deep shades, it was found that applying more dye achieved no change in
saturation: a finding with implications for managing dye usage.

With the colour atlas, colour communication was effective and could be managed.
However, it was substrate dependent, post-treatment dependent and it related to
specific inks. The pace of change is such that new colour atlases would be needed on
a regular basis, requiring a heavy commitment of time to maintain the system. This
suggests the need for an alternative approach to colour management via international
standards.
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Another consideration relates particularly to textile digital printing. Much of the
printing work via this route does not major on solid colours. Much textile digital
printing involves images and gradations of colour. With prints of this type, where
there are hundreds or thousands of discrete colours, the colour atlas approach is of
limited value in the management of colour.

6.3.2 Pantone Standards
Pantone Inc. has made a business based on providing standard swatches, linked to
CAD data that can be incorporated into colour palates. Designers choose colours and
develop palates using the Pantone colour book. This means that the starting point is
standardised, and the supply chain can acquire the same standard swatches and
incorporate them within their quality systems. There is no doubt this has had a
beneficial effect. However, Pantone point out that their colour standards are drawn
from a gamut that is much broader than that achievable with CMYK printing.

One of the inherent short-comings of printing with CMYK (commercially and/or digital
printers) is that the resultant color gamut is relatively restricted, resulting in a considerable
loss of color from the original artwork. In fact the four-color (CMYK) gamut can only
reproduce 50% of the spot/solid PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM colors (Source:
www.pantone.com, accessed April 2005).

Consequently, with digital printing, a sub-set of Pantone standards has to be used –
only those shades that are achievable commercially. With this proviso, the Pantone
system is workable.

However, Pantone colours are not without some variability. Different Pantone
books have been found to vary, and there are changes with an individual book with
time and with humidity. Furthermore, although a colour may exist as a Pantone
swatch, there is no guarantee that a printer (or a dyer) can match the shade. Pantone
Inc. does not define its colours numerically (in terms of spectral reflectance data) and
the supply chain has the task of matching shades that are defined only by a swatch.
For these reasons, alternative colour management systems have been sought.

6.3.3 Standardisation Using Colour Standards Linked to Spectral Data
Colour control is possible by specifying spectral reflectance data. Ultimately, this is
the most meaningful approach for textile dyers and printers. The main difficulty is
that the rest of the supply chain lacks familiarity with colour technology and procedures
for the quantification of colour standards. In particular, designers and buyers are not
used to working with spectral values. Azoulay [39] writes:

But many designers, as creative artists, have an innate aversion to technology. Many prefer
not to work with technology at all; others override the technological findings to revert to
assessing colour by eye – or by gut. Some continue to use emotional or poetic terminology
to attempt to communicate the color that floats elusively by in their mind’s eye – but all of
these more intuitive attempts at communicating color lead to repeat lab dips, repeat submits,
and colors that simply don’t match (p. 10).

It should be noted that this situation is not static, and designers are perfectly capable
of using computer tools when these are perceived as enhancing the design function.
Developers of colour standards based on spectral reflectance values have sought to
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provide tools that ‘capture’ spectral data in the earliest stages of design work, in a
way that is unobtrusive and that does not inhibit creativity.

Contemporary CAD software systems are capable of managing colour to link
sample, monitor display, paper printing and textile printing. This is done by extensive
calibration of components and software routines that ensure the whole system is
coordinated. A more detailed overview of some commercial systems is by Henry
[40]. A technical presentation relating to one specific colour management solution is
by Oulton and Young [41].

The generic procedure for textile digital printing as follows:

• A setup routine uses a specified mix of inks with known spectral data
• A substrate is printed with a range of standards
• Spectral data of the prints is obtained and compared with the dyestuff database
• Revised specifications of mix are calculated so that the intended print spectral

data is obtained.

Calibration is also extended to the screen display (RGB colour) and the paper printer
(CMYK). Tools and software routines for doing this are becoming widespread.

Small, desktop spectrophotometers are available for the use of design personnel.
These device can capture the spectral reflectance data of a swatch, magazine image
or photograph, and provide an RGB representation of the data on the designer’s CAD
screen. The designer does not need to know anything about the meaning of this data,
only that a ‘fingerprint’ of the colour has been stored for reference by others downstream
in the supply chain. The principle is essentially very simple. Once the fingerprint of
the colour has been defined, an integrated system of colour management through the
supply chain is viable. A review of the current situation is by Xin [42], with comments
on some of the outstanding issues. The AATCC evaluation procedures for instrumental
colour measurement, for instrumental assessment of the change in colour of a test
specimen, and for the visual assessment of the colour difference of textile samples,
is in the AATCC Technical Manual [43]. Azoulay [39] quotes one system supplier as
saying:

Color standards are becoming as precise as technology can produce. Using the best current
technology (spectrophotometry and quality control software) it is possible to produce
standards that if matched will ensure a dyer of first lab dip approval. This is being done
around the world today (p. 10).

Another colour management specialist contrasts the spectral reflectance approach
with more traditional practices (cited by Azoulay, [39]):

Electronic standards are the spectral reflectance measurement of a rigorous color standard.
If you plan to send physical color standards to several different mills (either to get competitive
dips or to match for different component fabrics), then you will be sending out swatches
which are not identical. Even if they are all cut from one single piece, they will not be
identical after they arrive at the mills and are exposed to handling, different temperature
and humidity conditions, etc. So, it is preferred to provide a single measurement of this
standard, and treat the physical pieces as examples which represent the standard, but the
‘real standard’ is the electronic measurement. The physical samples are useful to look at
and to understand what the color looks like, but lab dips should be compared against the
‘real standard’ (so that all mills are aiming for the same standard) (p. 11).
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There is, therefore, convergence between the colour management systems appropriate
for dying solid colours and those appropriate for digital printing. If the output required
is a printed textile, the designer needs to start with colours that are obtainable by the
digital printing system. The principles of colour science outlined above are relevant
here, and the tools offered by CAD software should be capable of handling issues of
gamut limitations in a way that is understandable to users.

Within a digital printing CAD system, an image can either be processed as a
scanfile or parts of it can be isolated and edited using colour separation techniques.
As an example, a flag can be isolated so that corporate colours can be applied. The
system will alert the user if the colours go outside the colour gamut of screen or print.

7. APPLICATIONS AND MARKETS FOR DIGITALLY-PRINTED
TEXTILES
This section looks at the evolution of products with time, linking developments in
technology with opportunities for entry into new markets. Digital technologies provide
a springboard for innovation and each increment in development offers novel application
areas. A useful overview of the growth and development of markets for digitally
printed textiles is by Byrne [44].

7.1 Carpets
Carpets do not require high precision printing, but there is a need for getting sufficient
ink into the pile to ensure satisfactory performance in use. DOD mechanisms are not
used because the ink flow rates are low and because CMYK colour gamuts are not
suitable for getting one colour through the pile. However, pulsed jet mechanisms and
spot colour inks, as previously discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.4, provide the ideal
digital alternative. For many years, Milliken has pioneered in this application area
using Millitron technology. Current developments involve enhanced textural effects
[45]. More recently, the Chromotex Flatjet head has opened the door to other carpet
printing applications.

Since these technologies have already been described, additional comment here
relates to an example of a specific quality issue. No application area can be assessed
independently of technological factors. Figure 26 shows two sample digital prints of

Fig. 26 (a) Sample showing bleeding of colour; (b) Sample without bleeding after corrective
treatment to substrate.

(a) (b)
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a nylon mat. The first has severe bleeding of the black dye into adjacent light-
coloured areas. The problem arose because the substrates were not of uniform quality.
The specification of the tufted product had been altered without the knowledge of the
printer, so the settings of the machinery were inappropriate. It is relevant that the
producers of the substrate were not in direct communication with the company doing
the printing, so opportunities for feedback on quality were not built into the supply
chain. The skills of diagnosing and correcting problems of this nature need to be
regarded as a necessary part of operating a commercial digital printing business.

7.2 Photoshoot Bureaux and Sampling
Many textile digital printing businesses were launched in the 1990s offering design
services and small quantities of printed fabrics to enable photoshoots for catalogues
and other advertising activities. These companies were typically small, led by
entrepreneurs, with brand owners as customers. The printing machines were slow
(often below 1 square metre per minute), but this was not critical because most of the
chargeable time was for design work and the quantities required were small. For
photoshoots, it is not necessary to reproduce exactly the weight and construction of
the materials specified by the designer. Consequently, these bureaux could hold a
small selection of pre-treated white fabrics, and select the best fit to customer
requirements. No post-treatment was needed, because the prints would not be worn
or washed. Such services have been used by mail order companies wishing to get
images of products in their catalogues prior to the availability of production garments.

Sampling applications have become more significant with time as a result of
globalisation and the lengthening timescales for producing samples. Relatively few
brand owners will commit themselves to contracts without seeing a physical sample
of what they are purchasing. However, sample lengths of unique designs are expensive
with screen printing technologies and the time-scales are unwieldy. The case study
that follows indicates the potential for incorporating digital printing into the product
development process.

The case involves a corporate clothing supplier based in the south of England that
placed orders for garments with a manufacturer in the north. The client was very
interested in a particular design of print, but would not place a firm contract without
first seeing the garment. The CAD image of the print is shown in Fig. 27 (a). The
fabric selected was a lightweight polyester. This image was supplied to a local digital

Fig. 27 (a) CAD image from designer, as approved by client; (b) 2 metres of printed fabric
ready for sample making; (c) Sample garment ready for courier dispatch.

(a) (b) (c)
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printer, who prepared the print file and printed 2 metres of paper. The paper print was
then taken to another business operating a heat transfer press, and the image was
transferred to the polyester fabric. This was then ready for cutting and is shown as
Fig. 27 (b). After cutting, the sample garment was assembled and is illustrated in Fig.
27 (c).

The significance of this case study is that this was the first time the manufacturer
had made use of digital printing technologies, and the following timetable of activity
made a major impact with the customer and the customer’s client:

Friday: CAD work
Monday: Fabric to printer
Tuesday: Printed fabric to manufacturer
Wednesday: Sample garment to customer
Thursday: Presentation to client

The manufacturer’s experience was that this speed of responsiveness gained customer
interest and loyalty, and brought orders for further business.

A case study of a large printing company incorporating digital technologies to its
sampling, proofing and small batch production needs is provided by I.T. Strategies
[46]. This relates to Blumenthal Print Works Inc. in New Orleans, USA. Many
companies are adopting this approach, revolutionising their product development
and sampling procedures.

7.3 Flags and Banners
The flags and banners market was one of the first applications outside sampling for
textile digital printing. It is demanding in that the ink has to penetrate through the
fabric so that both faces carry the print, yet the ink must not migrate laterally so as
to degrade line integrity. The ink must be fast to light and resistant to weathering.
Resolution, however, need not be high. This market is sufficiently large for it to be
targeted by both fabric and ink suppliers.

Whilst some flags are commodity items, many have a short shelf-life and large
stocks are undesirable. Customers typically ask for short lead times. In such cases,
digital technologies are appropriate. Some preliminary figures on market size are
provided by Partridge [47].

Simmonds [48] of The House of Flags Ltd. explained that the technology problems
of going digital were substantial, but by a discerning selection of appropriate machinery
and by working closely with ink suppliers, the company secured numerous new
contracts and has planned for growth.

This market is also sufficiently large for at least one printing machine to be
produced specifically for flags and banners. This is the Colorwings Texjet, available
for 156 cm and 230 cm printing. Subliming disperse inks are applied directly to the
fabrics and subsequently fixed by heat. Pigment and reactive inks are also possible.
The Texjet 156 has 300 dpi resolution and a capability for 4 colours. Production
speeds are said to be 12 to 30 m2/h, depending on image-print form, quality, width,
etc. Further details are at http://www.colorwings.nl
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7.4 Customised Products: Ties, Scarves, etc.
Customised silk scarves, ties and other fashion accessories are produced by Practical
Imaging Inc. in Providence, R.I., USA. Their entry into the market for digitally-
printed products is described by I.T. Strategies [46]. The products are design-led and
there is a conscious attempt to expoit the full potential of digital (and avoid designs
that can be achieved using conventional screens). One of the partners of this business
explained that much of the ink jet-printed fabric available today mimics traditional
silk-screened graphics, and that

one key advantage we have is we’ve never silk-screened on fabric; we were never in that
milieu.… We’re using the full capabilities of the ink jet technology and proving what it can
do. When I saw fabric samples from ink jet manufacturers, they had terrible color quality
and dull imagery, and I knew we had found our niche. There’s plenty of low-end stuff like
that available now. Soon people will begin to realize the advantages of ink jet, especially
in the higher resolutions. Then, I think companies like Chanel are going to jump into this
with both feet.

Ragsdale [49] describes a small entrepreneurial business with the name GooneyBird’s
Digital Textile Printing. This has a primary market putting photographic images on
textile substrates, with secondary activities in prototyping and special event prints.

7.5 Mass-customisation and Interior Textiles
One company producing household textiles in the north-west of England has explained
how they assessed the problems faced by the sector. Commodity products were
unattractive, because of price competition from imported goods and bulk buyers.
This steered the company towards customised products, where consumers placed
their orders for sheets, pillows and other forms of bedding by specifying dimensions,
and selected the fabric from a list of options. This was done through a network of
small retail shops. It became a steady business but with limited growth potential.
Then came the recognition that digital printing of textiles opened up many new
avenues to capture the interest of customers. This led to an 18-month project with
three industrial collaborators, part-funded by the UK’s Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI). The aim was to establish a framework for the mass customisation of
interior textile products. The main aims of the project were to:

• Improve colour management procedures
• Develop methods for the three companies to work together
• Produce and continually refine a range of trial products
• Conduct some market analysis of these products
• Support this initiative with an exploration of product costs

During the project, substantial progress was made in developing the mass-customised
route. The three companies were stimulated by technology developments and new
product ideas, and opened up many opportunities for bringing innovative products to
consumers. A specific route (sublimation dye) for bringing polyester products to
market was proved, and the foundation was laid for ensuring reliable colour management.
Products were tested against acknowledged industry standards of colour fastness and
this confirmed that their performance is comparable to fabrics printed using more
conventional routes. The three companies were able to operate as a virtual company,
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with information systems that all could access and update. Two new subsidiaries
were formed: ‘Virtual Gallery’ and ‘Mat Creations’. These companies are planning
for growth, not for decline.

Cost modelling has revealed a major difference between sampling/photoshoot
businesses and mass-customisation businesses. A greater awareness of the cost base
provided a much clearer framework for thinking strategically about future development
of businesses. The largest individual contribution to cost emerging from this work is
the business overhead. Experiences with customers and potential customers have
revealed that a major concept shift had to take place moving from traditional supply
of made-up products to mass customisation. The challenge of developing new markets
means that the supply chain should be as short as possible. A report of this project is
by Tyler [50].

A presentation by Williams [51] assesses the potential for mass customised interior
textile products in the U.S. market.

7.6 Apparel
The design potential of textile digital printing has had very limited exploration by
apparel designers. Gone are the restraints of repeats and offset distances. Gone are
the restrictions on the number of spot colours. Gone are the long time-scales for
prototyping and gaining access to sample lengths. Apparel designers can now work
closely with print designers to develop textile products that are engineered for specific
garment concepts.

Novel visual effects are possible. By having a continuous gradation of shade and
colour, 3-dimensional visual effects can be obtained. Photographic images can be
incorporated into designs. Texture effects can be superimposed on coloured patterns.
Fine line detail can be achieved. According to Ujiie [52]:

The current general design trends, including concepts of shadow, shimmering, translucent,
vibration, reflection, moiré, optical, netting, blurring, layering, superimposing, etc. are
directly seen on digitally printed textiles. These creative approaches can lead to successful
experimentation, which create new trends and design movements. This allows designers to
create successful designs, which are either avant-garde or commercially viable.

This exploration of design innovation possible with textile digital printing is ongoing
[53].

An early attempt to stimulate interest was in 1999, involving the London College
of Printing in a design contest. Although the technologies used then appear dated
now, the results were deemed very exciting.

One only need observe the work created by the colleges who took part in the contest to see
the fine detail and beautiful effects that can be achieved using digital printing methods. It
is clear … that the creative potential of this new technology is limitless. It is only a matter
of time before we see digital couture making its way down the catwalk [54].

Observers did not have a long time to wait. London Fashion Week 2000 had at least
two designers using digitally-printed silk fabrics. Justin Oh featured a ‘football’
theme in his Spring/Summer 2001 collection, with 3D black-and-white images of
footballs covering an elegant dress (Fig. 28 (a) and (b)). It was created with a Mimaki
TX-1600 ink-jet textile printer, 720 dpi, and using reactive dyes. Such fashion products
target a market niche characterized by:
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• Real demand-led design
• Exclusivity for customers – making fabric to specific requirements
• Short lead times of 2–3 weeks maximum.

This market has been increasing steadily in London and other fashion centres.
Other garment applications are to be found that are not high fashion. The 2002

Commonwealth Games in Manchester, UK, was planned with grand opening and
closing ceremonies. Each national team was accompanies by a standard bearer wearing
a specially tailored costume with a unique print. For design purposes, the Commonwealth
countries were grouped in 5 continents with a coordinated colour palette, and each
country within each continent group had variants of print design and tailored look.
Two other members of each team had T-shirts in colours matching the national flag
of their country. Not only was printed fabric required of the required length, the
costumes were made up to fit specific standard bearers. The design work for the 72
national costumes was contracted to an organization experienced in such events, and
their designer was a specialist in the shape and cut of garments. Design CAD work
and printing was done by a digital printing business based in the Manchester area.
Figure 29 shows the tailored costume of the Malaysian standard bearer. Altogether,
the project involved developing the designs and printing the fabrics for 72 standard
bearers and 144 team members. Colours were specified using Pantone shade numbers.
Over 700 metres of material was printed, including prototyping. Whilst the standard
bearer prints were done over several months, the T-shirt prints were completed in a

Fig. 28 (a) and (b) Justin Oh’s ‘football’ theme in his Spring/Summer 2001 collection. (Image
courtesy of WGSN)

(a) (b)
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3-week period. Without these short time-scales of printing, the garments could not
have been ready for the opening ceremony.

The Italian Como district has long held an enviable reputation for the outstanding
design and high quality of its products. Several companies are investing in state-of-
the-art machines. Digital Textile [55] reported that Mantero, a world leader in high-
fashion silk creations, has been a ‘beta’ test site for the DuPont Artistri 2020 and,
after a year of trials, the company has purchased the machine. ‘Mantero defines the
spirit of creation and superior quality in the silk accessories industry. We guard our
reputation with one promise in mind – excellence,’ said Mantero’s managing director,
Moritz Mantero. ‘The addition of the DuPont Artistri 2020 to our facility provides an
exciting and valued new capability to our production facility and makes it possible to
be innovative while continuing our trademark commitment to quality.’

Fig. 29 One of the 72 national costumes in the 2002 Commonwealth Games.
(Image courtesy of Colourscope)
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Another Italian company investing in digital technologies from the Como area is
Maver. This company specializes in top-of-the-range fashion, particularly silk. Two
Monna Lisa digital printers have been acquired to enhance the range of printers
available within the company.

For many years, textile digital printing has been perceived as an integral part of an
‘agile’ supply chain responding to changes in market demand with very short timescales.
This manufacturing vision has been championed by [TC]2 in the U.S. [56].

During the era of Mass Customization, product development cycles will be extremely short
and product life cycles will also be extremely short relative to the era of mass production.
Large homogeneous markets will be replaced by heterogeneous niches with fragmented
demand. Large numbers of similar products will continue to be manufactured; however,
each customer will be able to alter products based on their individual needs and the
capabilities of the producer. On the other hand, Mass Customisation does not mean that
everything about a product is customizable. […] Customizable features must include only
those things the customer determines are important … (p. 3-4).

The essential hardware tools for apparel supply chains specialising in mass customisation
will be, according to Fralix [56], body scanning and textile digital printing. Software
tools include advanced CAD and marker planning systems. Designing in 3D using
data from a body scanner is addressed by Chapman and Istook [57]. In particular,
these authors explore the ability to carry a pattern or image continuously across a
dart, seam or closure by incorporating the marker plan into the CAD software. May-
Plumlee [58] extends this concept to address issues of material utilisation and costs.
Lee et al. [59] have considered apparel merchandising issues associated with mass
customisation.

7.7 Digital Dyeing of Solid Colours
High-productivity pulsed jet machines have the potential to digitally print solid colours
just as easily as patterns. Spot colours would be mixed in the required quantities to
yield the desired shade of fabric. The implication is that small batch production of
solid colours may be best done digitally, rather than using conventional dyeing
machinery. This is a possible future development, dependent on cost and the nature
of demand for small batches.

7.8 The Short-run Business Model
There is no doubt that the technologies now exist to process small batches of fabric
in a cost-effective way. The challenge is to ensure that there are sufficient small
batches to keep the machinery fully utilised. This is where there are major issues, as
the time requirements for getting contracts, processing contract data, carrying out
CAD development work and ensuring colour management can be substantial. This
time input is costed and understood with sampling and photoshoot businesses, but is
not well understood in the context of mass customisation.

Another challenge for digitally printed textiles is that it has a multi-layer supply
chain. Ink manufacturers and their distributors, textile suppliers offering ‘prepared-
for-print’ fabrics, post-treatment finishers and retail organisations are all looking for
sufficient margin to make their involvement with digital print profitable. Certain
economies can be obtained by bringing some of these operations in-house, but this
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requires significant investment for small businesses. The high cost of digitally printed
textiles is inevitably a restraint on the growth of this market.

Senior managers must ensure that their businesses are viable. Liker [60] has this
advice:

Success requires a short run model – the ability to manage different orders per day of short
200–300 meter job lengths. It requires competency for process color management, with
ability to modify color profiles according to the fabric, digital printer and ink type. It
requires an adjustment in attitude to accept $20 000 digital printers as sophisticated sample
and short production tools, not as ‘toys’. It also may require the sourcing of ink jet ready
fabrics to maximise the color gamut and color brightness (p. 38).

There appear to be only three ways of ensuring continuity of work for the business:
either the company must develop a stable relationship with other organisations that
will commit themselves to purchasing capacity on the digital printing equipment, or
the company must offer other services (such as design and CAD development work)
that brings in business, or the company must have ownership of product and develop
its own markets. As one owner/manager commented (personal communication): ‘There
is no place in the UK for a business that just offers textile digital printing’.

8. NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT FOR INNOVATION
8.1 Design Innovation
In Section 1, it was noted that textile digital printing is capable of achieving prints
that are not possible using mass-production technologies. This opens the door to
niche products characterised by exclusivity and distinctive designs. The result is to
enhance the creativity of designers, and also to introduce change to the design process.
These issues are explored by Parsons and Campbell [61]:

The use of new technology forces designers to expand their understanding of the design
process and alter their methods for designing, thus potentially generating new products.
[…] In this paper, we will focus primarily on analysing changes in the design process that
occur when digital textile printing technology is used to develop new apparel products. We
will show how the design process is impacted and how new and novel products can be
created when the focus of the product is purely for creative expression (p. 88).

The major differences discussed in this paper are related to the immediacy of turning
a CAD image into a printed fabric.

Digital technologies allow fabric print designers to work concurrently with apparel
designers. The lead times for printed fabric in the design room can be less than 24
hours, and this allows for experimentation and fine-tuning. As an example of what
can be done, Wentzel [62] describes her experience of working with design students
as follows.

The more time we spent on this digital printing project, the more we were able to anticipate
the colour changes required to achieve the results we wanted and we stopped making the
mistake of printing a full sample length of fabric without having tested the colours first.
Thus, we were able to cut down significantly on the number of the costly and time-
consuming test prints (p. 25).

However, at Indigo 2005, Europe’s leading show for designer textiles, interest in
textile digital printing was low [63].
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In the current fashion climate, top-end buyers are looking for more three-dimensional and
handcrafted, original effects – keen to find something that will stand out from the mass.
Digital textile printing, where it figures at all, is still just a means of producing convenient
strike-offs. But it’s not just a matter of fashion, […] the sobering fact is that digital printing
must still overcome its lingering reputation for technical limitation.

Clearly, the potential of digital printing to provide innovation is not yet being realised
by designers. It is true that colour management and print quality issues have been
significant in the past and this is a technical challenge for printers. However, there
are questions about the design process (raised above) which the report does not
address – particularly the potential for concurrent development of print design and
garment design. Visitors to a textile trade fair are still working within the traditional
fashion cycle.

The commercial boundaries of digital print design are likely to be explored by
enthusiastic individuals. Phillips [64] describes designer Michelle Jank as ‘someone
who is willing to think outside the square’ and pointed to Jank’s complex floral
design, exhibited at the Mercedes Australian Fashion Week, as ‘a prime example of
the new possibilities digital printing can offer.’ According to Phillips:

People should use digital to produce what traditional printing methods can’t. Using digital
printing, we’re not limited to the repeat size, we’re only limited to the width of the fabric
but you can do anything you want with the length. You can, for example, make a design
flow from a sleeve to the bodice, can produce just one metre, are not limited to the number
of colours and the intricacy of the design doesn’t matter.

Jank is quoted as saying:

Digital printing has such a different personality on different fabrics. For example, it can
have a powerful impact on heavy cottons and drills and the colours change on various
fabrics. I’m totally excited about exploring the possibilities into the future.

The comments above all relate to apparel, but there is equal scope for interior textiles.
The market in interior textiles is becoming much more fashion-aware in Europe and
the U.S., and this creates new opportunities for wall hangings and coverings, curtains
and bedding, upholstery and cushions. Products can be coordinated according to
styling and colour and there are opportunities here for mass customisation.

In this area also, designers can explore ideas that go beyond the capabilities of
conventional screen printing. Figures 30 and 31 are images of digitally printed upholstery
in a celebration of children’s writing at the Festival Hall, London, held from 4
October – 4 November 2001. Digital images selected by the designer were printed
digitally and used for wall-hangings and for covering furniture.

8.2 Technology Innovation
Whilst ink jet printing was stimulated by the markets for printing paper and other
substrates, the technologies that have been developed have opened up new vistas for
fabricating materials at the micrometer and nanometer scales. Digital printing then
becomes a platform for developing design innovation, but also impacting the field of
technical textiles, including enhancements to smart materials and intelligent textiles.

An example of an innovative ink comes from Xennia, who have announced a new
product for textiles, called XenJet [65]. Xennia claims the new ink offers a novel
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Fig. 30 Digitally printed upholstery on display in ‘The Book Lounge’, Royal Festival Hall,
London. (Image courtesy of Tim Hoyle)

Fig. 31 Digitally printed furniture and wall-hanging on display in ‘The Book Lounge’, Royal
Festival Hall, London. (Image courtesy of Tim Hoyle)
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solution to the problem of printing on dark substrates. It comes with an additional
jettable fluid that provides a ‘resist’ chemistry, so that the textile resists the takeup of
colour in a subsequent dyeing process. The procedure is to print the fabric (or garment)
first, then dye the product in a dyebath. The result is a printed area on an undyed
background, surrounded by dyed material. The technology permits small areas of
fabric to be printed digitally, with the bulk dyed conventionally, with resultant benefits
in cost.

Digital technologies have been developed to deposit a conducting surface on a
substrate. The implications for textiles are not clear, but there are viable routes for
creating circuits on non-porous substrates. Information on Xennia’s conductive
technology may be found on their web site (www.xennia.com). Some results of
depositing silver on textile substrates is reported by Bidoki et al. [66]. A polymer
coating agent was used to protect the particles during wear and laundering. The
authors write:

We foresee a time whereby this printing technology could be used for micro-fabrication of
electronic devices and we expect that a larger range of materials, including other metals
can be ink-jet printed to build the other electrical components (p. 274).

A notable non-textile innovation is the ability to create low cost photovoltaic cells
using digital printing. Instead of printing ink, the substrate is printed with a highly
reactive fluid that etches pits and allows the formation of electronic circuitry capable
of generating a voltage under solar illumination [67]. This is mentioned here purely
to point out that ink jet technologies are capable of being used in ways that were not
envisaged by the developers.

Other opportunities for textile digital printing include security features printed
directly on to products, adding UV inhibitors and other special finishes to enhance
product performance, and joining with other fabrication technologies to develop
niches within industrial textile markets.

Less demanding on the technology, but none the less innovative, digital printers
are now being used in beauty salons to put images onto finger nails. They are also
being used to print designs and greetings with edible coloured inks on the smooth
icing of birthday cakes [68].

8.3 Management Issues for New Product Development
The production route for screen printing and for digital printing are very different and
have been discussed by many authors. Figure 32 is from Choi et al. [9], showing
activities, decision points and time-scales.

At the very least, it must be concluded that there are management issues to address.
It has already been noted in Section 8.1 that changes in the design process are
warranted, to do justice to the potential for creativity offered by the digital route. It
is also necessary for managers to consider whether a sequential route or a concurrent
route is appropriate for the new product development they have in mind. These
alternative routes for new product development are outlined in Tyler [69].

If digital is merely a sampling tool, there is no great requirement for innovation
and no case for changing the procedures for new product development. However,
digital technologies can do many things that are beyond the capabilities of conventional
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printing. In the interdisciplinary world of digital printing of textiles, it is vital that
there are channels for effective communication between all the experts at the product
development stage. The concepts of concurrent product development apply.

The product development team approach means that an overview of the whole
process must constantly be maintained. Expertise for every stage is needed so that
options can be identified and evaluated in the light of upstream and downstream
impacts.

The experience of First2print is described by Locastro [70]. This company is
based in New York and provides digitally printed fabrics for customers who make
sewn products for retail. Sample lengths are produced in 3–5 days from receiving a
good CAD file. Production lengths are also supplied to order. The greatest challenge
has been to develop designers in the technologies.

Digital fabric printing was viewed by most designers (who didn’t use computers) as a
responsibility of the CAD ‘designer’ (who was a designer using the computer). The CAD
designer did not want to add another design responsibility into the day, therefore making
digital fabric printing a hard sell to most designers even when upper management saw the
cost and time benefits of producing their printed fabric samples prior to cutting screens. …
The many variables involved with digital fabric printing, if looked at in a positive light,
foster communication among different individuals, departments and companies involved
in the product development cycle of creating a printed product. The question is whether the
individual, team players, managers and/or companies involved are ready to embrace the
change of process on how they create samples or production (p. 27).

Fig. 32 Screen print and digital print production routes (based on Choi et al., [9]).
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8.4 Environmental Impact of Textile Digital Printing
Digital printing technologies are considerably cleaner than conventional ways of
applying colour to textiles.

• Digital printing machinery has no wasted ink/dye – Conventional printing systems
require colours to be mixed up and applied to the print roller/tray. Up to 50
metres of fabric/dye are used to ensure the dye goes on to the fabric correctly at
the required speeds. After printing, surplus dyestuff is dumped. This has implications
for effluent and cost. All this is avoided with digital systems using the CMYK
colour system.

• The digital process has a higher fixation rate – In conventional printing, the
amount of dye placed on the substrate is not metered. It is extruded in sufficient
quantities to do the job, allowing for some waste. Thus, if reactive dyes are used,
a fixation rate of 65–70% would not be unusual. The 30% waste is because there
are not enough sites on the substrate for the dyes to bind with. With digital
technologies, the amount of dye put down is precisely controlled: and made just
enough to do the job. The fixation rates are found to be higher, above 90%. With
disperse dyes, the situation is very similar. Transfer is efficient with the appropriate
dwell time and transfer temperatures.

• Conventional printing makes use of carriers that are later washed off – Both
reactive and disperse dyes have thickeners and carriers for the dye paste. After
use, they are washed off as waste. These materials are not incorporated in the
inks used for digital printing. With reactives, fabrics for digital printing require
a ‘prepare for print’ process, which puts a precisely monitored mix of materials
on to the fabric to help achieve print integrity.

With other aspects of the processing (prepare for print and post-printing
processes), there are no major differences to report between digital and conventional
techniques.

The above comments are relevant to water-based inks. UV-curable inks also have
a good environmental story. Digital technologies have also used solvent-based inks
(but with few textile applications). There are environmental issues with these inks.
The cost of recovering the solvent requires machinery that is four times the cost of
the printing equipment and also the operating costs are high. Solvent inks give no
benefits to feed into the Kyoto Agreement or the Climate Change Levy.
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OTHER RESOURCES
Textile digital printing is a small subset of the digital printing field. The Society for Imaging Science and

Technology (IS&T) holds an annual International Conference on Digital Printing Technologies. This is a
major forum for the exchange of ideas. The IS&T’s Journal of Imaging Science and Technology is a key
publication in this field.

The Society of Dyers and Colourists have published a useful monograph with the title: Textile ink jet printing
(2004). This has 8 papers by industry and academic experts. These articles have been individually referenced
in this monograph.

There are numerous web resources, many of which are found at techexchange.com, managed by [TC]2:
www.techexchange.com/textile-printing.html. digitaltextile.net has information about conferences and some
additional resources: www.digitaltextile.net/

GLOSSARY OF SELECTED TERMS

Chroma The proportion of spectrally pure colour that expresses the
degree of departure from the gray of the same lightness (i.e.
brighter or duller)

CIE The international organisation concerned with light, vision
and colour. The acronym is from the French: Commission
Internationale de l’Eclairage (International Commission on
Illumination)

CIELab The CIELab object is primarily a storage container for
colorimeter data in the CIE Lab colour space. The L*-axis
represents lightness and extends from 0 (black) to 100 (white).

Yellow
(+ b)

(– b)
Blue

Green (– a) (+ a) Red
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The other two coordinates a* and b* represent redness–
greeness and yellowness–blueness respectively. Samples for
which a* = b* = 0 are achromatic and thus the L*-axis
represents the achromatic scale of greys from black to white.
The following diagram depicts the basic colorimetric structure
of the a*b* values:

CMYK A colour mode made up of cyan (C), magenta (M), yellow
(Y), and black (K). CMYK printing produces true blacks
and a wide tonal range. In the CMYK colour mode, colour
values are expressed as percentages; therefore, a value of
100 for an ink means that the ink is applied at full saturation.

Cockling Surface distortion in paper (or fabric) caused by localised
stresses in the material. Paper cockling is often linked to
uneven shrinkage or unstable humidity levels. The cellulose
fibres swell due to the absorption of moisture, resulting in
an uneven, wavy surface that persists after drying.

Colour A quality of an object you can see, depending on the light
reflected from it.

Colour constancy The attribute of a single coloured material which is perceived
to have the same colour when the illuminant is changed
(having a different spectral power distribution).

Colour difference The magnitude of the difference between two object colours
under specific conditions.

∆E = ∆L + ∆a + ∆b

Colour separation In commercial printing, the process of splitting colours in a
composite image to produce a number of separate grey scale
images, one for each primary colour in the original image.
In the case of a CMYK image, four separations (one for
cyan, magenta, yellow, and black) must be made.

Colour space A geometric space, usually of three dimensions, in which
colours are arranged systemically.

Colour tolerance The acceptable difference between two colours (e.g. standard
and batch)

Delta E The generic name for the quantified colour difference between
two materials, taking into account lightness, chroma and
hue.

Dither Combining pixels from a limited colour palette into patterns
that are perceived as other colours. At a distance, the human
eye merges the pixels into a single colour. When magnified,
the graphic image appears pixilated.
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Gamut The range of colours that can be reproduced or perceived
by any device. For example, a monitor displays a different
colour gamut from a printer, making it necessary to manage
colours from original images to final output.

Halftoning The use of small dots of ink to produce the impression of a
continuous-tone image. The effect is achieved by varying
the number of dots per unit area.

Hue The attribute of colour perception by means of which an
object is judged to be red, yellow, green, blue, etc. Pure
white, black, and greys possess no hue.

Light fastness The ability of a material to withstand colour change on
exposure to light.

Lightness The amount of light reflected from a non-self-luminous textile
material; or The attribute of colour perception by which
such a surface is judged to reflect more or less light than
another surface (i.e. lighter or darker).

Luminance The luminous intensity (expressed in cd/m2) of any surface
in a given direction per unit of projected area of the surface
as viewed from that direction.

Metamerism The attribute of two coloured materials, which match under
one illuminant, but do not match when exposed to a different
illuminant (having a different spectral power distribution).

Nanometer (nm) Unit to describe wavelength, where 1nm = 1/1000000m.

Opaque Transmitting no optical radiation; you cannot see through
the material.

Pantone colours An international reference system for the specification of
colour, offered by Pantone Inc.

Pixel A ‘picture element’. A digital image made up of discrete
elements linked to monochrome or colour data. The image’s
resolution is determined by the number of pixels displayed.

Pixilation A type of image distortion in which individual pixels are
discernible to the naked eye, or where groups of pixels are
seen as blocks of colours. Pixilation is caused by incorrect
resolution, by incorrect image dimensions, or it can be created
intentionally for a special effect.

Raster image A grid of x and y coordinates (pixels) on a display space,
each linked to colour (or monochrome) values.

Raster Image The hardware/software product that converts vector-based
Processor (RIP) images to a raster graphic format suitable for a specific

printer
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Reflectance curve A graph of the ratio between the light source energy and the
reflected energy for each wavelength using data obtained
from a spectrophotometer.

RGB Colour A colour mode in which the three colours of light (red,
green, and blue) are combined in varying intensities to
produce all other colours. A value between 0 and 255 is
assigned to each channel of red, green and blue. Monitors,
scanners, and the human eye use RGB to produce or detect
colour.

Saturation The strength or amount of the hue – how much the full hue
is desaturated with white.

Scanfile A computer file for an image that contains all the raw data
about that image in pixel format.

Spectrophotometer Photometric device for the measurement of spectral
transmittance, spectral reflectance, or relative spectral
emittance

Sublimation A form of transfer printing employing dyes that sublime
readily and have substantivity for the substrate to which
they are applied.

Vector image An image built up from a series of vector statements, each
of which specifies an object in terms of quantity and direction.

Wavelength of light A term used to describe the character of electromagnetic
waves that are sensed as the colours of light. It is the distance
between successive points of equal amplitude and phase on
any specific wave.
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